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SUMMARY 
Analytic solutions of the equations of motion of slow viscous 
flow (R = 0) of an incompressible fluid over two-dimensional 
rectangular cavities are found for a variety of boundary conditions. 
The flows considered are generated (a) by the uniform translation of 
one wall of a cavity parallel to itself; (b) by an outer stream over 
a cavity; and (c) by an outer stream, when the cavity walls are 
moving. 
cavities. 
In each case, recirculating flows are generated in the deeper 
In (a) a sequence of eddies is found while in (b), for 
the deep cavities, a similar set of eddies results, separating from the 
main outer stream a small distance inside the cavity. In the shallow 
cavities of cases (b) or (c), the outer flow dips in and out, 
forming large corner eddies in the bottom of the cavity in the case 
of (b) . 
obtained. 
In the deep cavities of type (c), a single large eddy is 
Further, it is found that an infinite array of cavities 
whose boundaries are moving can generate a uniform velocity at a 
far distance. 
This last result has significance in determining the hydrodynamics 
of propulsion of miscroscopic organisms. The Reynolds number for such 
organisms are much less than one and the approximation that R = O, or, 
that the inertia forces are negligible, is legitimate. Taylor (1951), 
using the model of an infinite flexible sheet (inextensible), found 
that transverse sine waves of small amplitude moving through the sheet 
give rise to a propulsion of the sheet through the fluid in the 
direction opposite to the direction of propagation of the waves. There 
is some debate as to whether for large amplitudes the propulsion is in 
the direction of propagation. The results we obtain for large 
amplitude square waves provide some insight into this problem. 
-
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Series solutions of the biharmonic equation were obtained by 
fitting some of the boundary conditions exactly. The coefficients of 
the series were then evaluated by fitting the remaining boundary 
conditions by the method of collocation. The results compare very 
well with those found by other authors using various numerical 
procedures of solution, for the cases (a) and (b). 
(c) do not appear to have been attempted previously. 
The cases 
--
-1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Rectangular cavities and swimming organisms 
The hydrodynamics of propulsion of animals such as fish or 
snakes, by the propagation of waves down their bodies, is well 
3 
understood. The forward movement is found to be due almost entirely 
to the inertia forces set up in the surrounding fluid by their 
muscular movements. Viscous forces are of little importance. Some 
microscopic animals execute the same movements with the same results -
propulsion through their fluid - but in this case the viscous forces 
are several thousand times larger than the inertia forces. 
The Reynolds number R, which is defined as the ratio of the 
stress due to inertia forces to the stress due to viscous forces, is 
of the order of many thousands for most fishes. Taylor (1952 b) 
gives values of R for some other animals, for example, snakes, about 
2000-3000; leeches, about 1000; certain larvae, about 25; while for 
microscopic organisms, such as spermatozoa, R is about 10- 3 based 
on body length or about 10-5 calculated from the tail diameter. 
Clearly, the dynamics of the motion for R much greater than one must 
be completely different from that for R very small. 
Although propulsion is generally opposite to the direction of 
propagation of the waves, this need not be so. Observation (Gray 
(1939)) and theory (Taylor (1952 b)) have shown that some rough or 
segmented animals can move in the same direction as the waves which 
travel down their bodies. 
As R is much less than one for microscopic organisms the 
approximation R = 0, or the assumption that the inertia forces are 
I 
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negligible, is valid. It is not clear whether the tail of such an 
organism moves in two or three dimensions. However Taylor (1951) used 
as a model for the movement a two-dimensional infinite flexible sheet 
through which transverse sine waves were propagated. This gave the 
interesting result that for small amplitude waves there is a forward 
propulsion proportional to the velocity of propagation of the waves 
and to the square of the amplitude to wavelength ratio. However, 
his results are restricted to small amplitude motion such that the 
ratio, amplitude to wavelength, is less than 0,15 approximately. 
Further results, but again only for small amplitudes, have been given 
by Reynolds (1965) who included in his analysis the effect of local 
inertia and the possibility of having an extensible sheet. Tuck 
(1968) has corrected and also extended some of Reynolds' (1965) results 
by considering in addition to local inertia the simultaneous effect of 
convection. Whereas Reynolds predicted a propulsion velocity greater 
than for R = 0 (Taylor (1951)), Tuck predicted a decrease. 
Other models which have been used are a helix and a waving 
cylinder (Taylor (1952 a), Hancock (1953), Gray and Hancock (1955)). 
Drummond (1966) has extended Taylor's (1951) and (1952 a) results to 
higher amplitudes and has obtained simple expressions for the 
propulsion velocity. 
Little attempt, however, seems to have been made to determine 
what velocities of propulsion we should expect for large amplitudes. 
It is not possible to extend Taylor's technique to do this, nor does 
it seem possible to produce any analytic solution. Drummond (1966) 
averaged the effect of the normal and tangential components of the 
sheet velocity and found that the propulsive velocity V, has an upper 
I 
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bound + U (the velocity of propagation of the waves), but no lower 
bound could be determined. For small amplitudes the tangential 
effect is negligible but for larger amplitudes it may cause V to 
become negative and possibly infinite. 
A sheet down which square waves are propagated provides a problem 
which is similar to the sine wave case and its solution might be 
expected to give results which will carry over to the sine wave system, 
particularly for very large amplitudes. In Chapter III, the flow 
induced by an infinite train of square waves is found for various depths 
and crest width to wavelength ratios. 
Further, the series solutions of the equations of motion, used 
in determining this flow, are applied to several types of flow over 
single cavities. In the first instance this was done to check the 
technique of solution and secondly for their general interest as the 
simplest examples of steady separated flows and as first approximations 
for problems with non-zero Reynolds numbers. The first case, in which 
a recirculating flow is generated by one side of a rectangular cavity 
moving parallel to itself, has been studied by many authors using 
various numerical techniques and our solutions confirm results already 
obtained. A recirculating flow is also obtained for a deep cavity 
when an outer stream flows over the top. There has been some 
discussion (Takematsu (1966);Mehta and Lavan (1969)) regarding the 
location of the dividing streamline between the inner and outer flows. 
However, work done by Moffatt (1964) on slow viscous flow in sharp 
corners, discussed in §1.4 of this chapter, indicates a possible 
solution to this problem. 
-
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1.2 Equations of motion of slow viscous flow 
The Navier-Stokes equations for the motion of a viscous 
incompressible fluid, in the usual notation, are given by (Batchelor 
(1967), p.147) 
Du 
rv 
p Dt = (1) 
or 
p au/at+ pu. Vu= pF - Vp - µV2u 
rv rv rv rv rv 
where the left hand side represents the inertia forces of the system. 
In general, the body force F 
rv 
can be written in the form 
F = - vn 
rv 
(2) 
and incorporated into the pressure term, so that 
p au/at + pu 
rv rv 
Vu= - pV(0.+p) - µV 2u 
rv rv 
(3) 
For steady inertia-free flow, (3) becomes 
p V(r?.+p) + µV 2u = 0 (4) 
"' 
Taking the curl (V x) of equation (4), 
(5) 
where w = V x u = vorticity 
rv rv 
(6) 
Further we have the equation of mass-conservation, 
V • (pu) = 0 , 
rv 
( 7) 
7 
and for a two-dimensional system, from (7) (for constant density, p), 
we can write 
u = V X B , 
rv rv 
where B = (0,0,\/f) 
rv 
and t is called the stream function. Then 
and (5) becomes 
w = 
rv 
the biharmonic equation. 
become 
In cartesian coordinates, (8) and (11) 
u = (at/ay, - at/ax,O) 
rv 
and in polar coordinates, 
and 
u = 
rv 
((1/r)at/ae, - at/ar, O) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
The uniqueness theorem for flows in a given region with .negligible 
inertia forces states that, if a solution can be found which is 
consistent with the prescribed values of the velocity vector on the 
........ 
I 
boundaries of the region (including the hypothetical boundary at 
infinity when the fluid is of infinite extent), then it is unique 
8 
Batchelor (1967), p . 227). Since the flux t can be found from 
the normal component of velocity by integration, specification of the 
two velocity components or, the flux and the tangential component 
of velocity on the boundary gives a unique solution. If t is known, 
then all aspects of the flow - streamlines, velocity field, stresses 
and pressures - can be determined. 
There is an equivalent problem in elasticity. In two-dimensional 
plane strain the Airy stress function u satisfies the biharmonic 
equation 
and stresses are defined by 
T = a2u/8y 2 
xx 
' 
T = 
-
a2u/8x8y 
xy (16) 
T = a2u/ax2 yy . 
Given the stresses on the boundary, u can be found uniquely 
apart from a rigid body displacement and rotation. 
In flexure of thin plates the transverse displacement w 
satisfies the biharmonic equation and again the problem can be solved 
given w and aw/an (tangential component) on the boundary. 
Mathematically the viscous fluid flow and elastic deformation problems 
are equivalent. Often in elasticity the technique of mapping a 
region onto an infinite or semi-infinite strip by conformal transformation 
I 
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which are adjusted so that the boundary conditions an x = 0 and 
X = b (y .2. O) and as y + - 00 are satisfied. In doing this (see 
§2.2) two ranscendental equations are obtained one being relevant 
to a symmetrical flow situation the other to the antisyrnmetrical. 
Each of the solutions of these equations gives rise to an eigenfunction 
which is a solution of V4t = 0. 
Another type of series expansion is used by Takematsu (1965) for 
a finite depth cavity with one side moving parallel to itself with a 
prescribed velocity. Takematsu (1965) fitted the boundary conditions 
t = 0 on x = 0, x = b (y ~ O) and y = 0, y = - d (d, depth) 
(O ~ x ~ b) exactly. However as will be shown in §3.1 the 
series obtained does not converge rapidly, the solution becoming very 
poor for large depths, d. 
In the general case when t and at/ay are given as functions 
of x on y = 0 a closed solution, that is, one which does not 
involve the inversion of an infinite matrix, has not as yet been 
found. The eigenfunctions do not appear to satisfy any orthogonality 
conditions although they do satisfy a bi-orthogonality condition 
which in the particular case where t and a2t/ay 2 are given as 
functions of x on y = 0 does allow a closed solution. 
It is possible then to obtain a solution in the form of a sum 
of eigenfunc tions t = f.A t 
n n 
the coefficients A 
n 
found by applying the boundary conditions on y = 0. 
of which are 
An approximate 
solution is obtained by truncating the series to a f i nite number of 
terms and then evaluating the coefficients using a collocation or least 
squares fitting technique (Semple and Alford (1970); Gaydon and 
' 
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Shepherd (1964); Thompson (1968)),or perhaps employing the technique 
developed by Buchwald (1964). His fitting procedure makes use of 
the biorthogonality property of the eigenfunctions and is particularly 
interesting in that t can be fitted exactly on y = 0 and by the 
use of Tschebychev polynomials at/ay is fitted approximately (see 
§3.4). Buchwald and Doran (1965) using this technique have found 
stresses and strains for an elastic strip in plane strain. 
Although useful in the field of elasticity it would be 
necessary for viscous fluid flow problems to extend and perhaps 
modify Buchwald's (1964) work to allow for a different type of 
condition on y = 0 in some cavity problems. The method of 
collocation in which the boundary conditions on y = 0 are fitted 
exactly at N points is simple and reliable. 
used in this thesis. 
This method has been 
Eigenfunction expansions for slow viscous flow in corners have 
been obtained by Moffatt (1964) and with less insight by Dean and 
Montagnon (1949). In the latter part of Moffatt's paper, flow 
between parallel plates generated by some disturbance far away is 
considered. It is equivalent to the general infinite elastic strip 
or the infinite rectangular cavity problems. 
1.4 Viscous flow near a sharp corner (Moffatt (1964)) 
Flow in a corner may be generated either by the movement of 
one or both of the immediate boundaries or by some disturbance far 
away from the corner. In the first category, we can consider the 
flow induced by one rigid plane being moved along another at constant 
-----. 
I 
_ __.~ u 
FIGURE 1. Flow in a corner generated by t h e movement 
of one wall. 
anti symmetrical symm~trica l 
FIGURE 2. Symmetric and antisymmetric flow in a 
corner generated by a di s turb ance fa r away . 
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FIGURE 3. Flow b etween t wo p lanes generated by a 
dis t u r b ance at t he origin. 
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Boundary conditions are 
\Jr = 0, u = u on 8 = 0 r 
(6) 
and \Jr = 0, u = 0 on 8 = Cl r 
Subs ti tu ting (6) into (4), we obtain the solution 
t = - U[r/(a. 2 - sin2a)] [a.(8 sin 8 - a sin 8) - 8 sin(8-a)sin a] (7) 
Next, Moffatt considered the types of flow generated in a corner 
formed either by two rigid boundaries, a rigid boundary and a free 
surface or finally by two free surfaces, by a disturbance at a far 
distance. The tangential and normal velocities were assumed to 
vanish on the rigid walls and the normal velocity and tangential 
stress vanished on the free surface. The flow between a rigid 
boundary and a free surface is equivalent to symmetric flow between 
two rigid boundaries. For symmetric flow, 
. 
u (8) = u (- 8) r r 
(8) 
and u8 (8) = - u (- 8) , 8 . 
while for antisymmetric flow, 
u (8) = - u (- 8) 
r r 
(9) 
and 
Assuming the stream function \Jr has the form 
00 A 
A r nf ( 8) 
n A ' 
n 
(10) t = l 
n=l 
I 
..... 
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1, 
the A being ordered so that 
n 
1 < Re(A) < Re(A) < ••• 
1 2 
the appropriate form of fA (8) for symmetric flow is given by 
n 
fA (8) = A sin A8 + B sin(A-2)8 
and for antisymmetric flow, 
fA (8) = A' cos A8 + B' cos(A-2)8 . 
Applying the boundary conditions 
\jr = 0, at/ a 8 = o on 8 = ± a 
14 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
then for non trivial solutions, A satisfies one of the equations 
or 
and 
It 
(14) has 
(15) has 
A= 1. 
sin 2(A-l)a. = + (A-1) sin 2a. (sym.flow) (14) 
sin 2(A-l)a. = - (A-1) sin 2a. (antisym.flow) (15) 
A = - B sin (A-2)a./sin AO. (16) 
A' = - B' cos(A-2)a./cos AO. (17) 
can be shown that for 2a. < 2a. = 156° 
1 
(approx.) equation 
no real solutions and for 2a. < 
no real solutions, excluding in 
For values of 2a. greater than 
2a. = 146° (approx.) 
2 
both 
2a. 
1 
cases the trivial 
in one case, or 
equation 
solution, 
2a. 
2 
in the other and not equal to n , there are a finite number of real 
solutions and an infinite number of complex solutions. 
... 
I 
..... 
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Moffatt found that the complex part of the exponent A implies 
the existence of an infinite number of eddies forming in the corner 
as in Fig.2. 
can be found. 
The size and relative intensities of these eddies 
Sufficiently near the corner the first term of (10) dominates 
and 
A 
\/r "" A r 1f (8) 
1 A 
1 
(18) 
provided A # 0. If A is complex then eddies are formed but 
1 1 
if 2a > 2a (sym.) , or 2a > 2a (an tisym.) no such eddies are formed, 
1 2 
at least not right in the corner where r is very small. It should 
be noted that as r -+ 00 \/r and consequently R (Reynolds number) , 
become very large and the Stokes flow approximation is not valid. 
The limiting case 2a -+ 0 is used extensively in this thesis. 
In the limit, we consider the flow between two parallel plates some 
large distance away from a disturbance. In Cartesian coordinates 
(x,y) with the origin near the source of disturbance (Fig.3) a 
suitable separated solution of the v4-equation is given by 
where 
-kJxl \/r = f (y)e k 
fk(y) = A cos ky + By sin ky 
The boundary conditions are 
fk( ± a)= f~(± a)= O 
(antisym). 
(19) 
(20) 
and for a non-trivial solution we obtain the transcendental equation 
sin 2ka + 2ka = 0 (21) 
.... 
I 
..... 
I: 
I' 
and then 
t = A(y sin ky - a tan ka cos ky)e-kJx J 
As already stated (21) has no real solutions 
a sequence of eddies is then implied. 
0 (2a < 146) 
16 
(22) 
and 
Moffatt found that the eddies, corresponding to the first 
solution of (21) for which the real part of k is least (Re(k) > 0), 
should be all of the same size while the intensities fall off by the 
factor 1/350 per eddy away from the disturbance and the separation 
of the centres of successive eddies is approximately 2·8a. As the 
intensity of successive eddies decreases so rapidly, not more than 
one or two eddies could be observed in a physical situation. 
However, for Reynolds numbers greater than zero numerical 
studies have revealed a similar succession of eddies within a cavity 
with the centres of intensity displaced from the centre line of the 
cavity in the direction of the disturbing flow. A number of these 
have been observed (Pan and Acrivos (1967); Mills (1965a) and (1965b)). 
The symmetrical case of flow between parallel plates can also 
be solved but the generation of such a flow pattern is improbable. 
Moffatt also found that there could not be eddies in flow between two 
free surfaces. 
Dean and Montagnon (1949) obtained similar eigenfunctions for 
corner flows but did not realise the significance of the complex 
exponent. Finally, the eigenfunctions for antisymmetric flow between 
two parallel plates are exactly those which we require for the solution 
of rectangular cavity flows. 
I 
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2. MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT AND ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
2.1 Boundary conditions 
The equation for the stream function in Stokes flow, in 
Cartesian coordinates (x,y), is given by 
where the components of velocity (u,v) are respectively 
u = + at/ay 
V = - at/ax 
17 
(1) 
(2) 
To define the general flow situation near a rectangular cavity, 
take the origin of (x,y) coordinates at the centre of the cavity 
mouth, the x-axis horizontal, and choose the length scale so that 
the cavity width is 2.0 units. Take the y axis vertically 
up (Fig. 1), then the fluid is taken to occupy the region y > 0, 
(all x) and within the cavity - d 2 y 2 0, !xi < 1 (where 
d may be infinite). 
Four flow situations are considered for which the boundary 
conditions, that is, the two components of velocity or equivalently 
the stream function and tangential velocity are given as follows. 
(a) Closed cavity 
A flow of this type is generated by the uniform translation of 
one wall (y = O) of the cavity parallel to itself such that no fluid 
can escape from the cavity. The normal and tangential velocities 
are zero on the other three walls. 
,=QI U : 1 
1¥ = 0 
V = -1 
_, 
"'* zero 
'ly, h. zero 
?Jy 
d 
-~X 
FIGURE 1. Clo sed cavity. 
FIGURE 2. 
-1 
'ti= o,, u =1 
FIGURE 3. 
y 
f 
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I 
L - _• ~,__,....,.....,..,.~ 
"+'Ia zero 
7J y 
Open cavity. 
d 
I nfinite array of cavities . 
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The required boundary conditions are given by 
t = 0 
on x = ± 1, - d ~ y < 0 (3) 
V = - at/8x = 0 
'V = 0 
on y = - d, I x I < 1 (4a) 
u = at/ ay = o 
if d is finite, or if d is infinite 
t -+ 0 as y -+ - 00 (4b) 
and 
'V = 0 
on y = 0, lxl < 1 (5) 
at/ay = U(x) 
(b) Open Cavity 
A solution is sought for the flow generated when an outer stream 
with a shear velocity profile is disturbed by the presence of a 
rectangular cavity in the wall bounding the fluid (Fig.2). 
will perhaps be of more practical interest than the last . 
This case 
It is convenient to divide the flow into two regions, y > O, 
all x, and - d ~ y < 0, lxl ~ 1. 
'V - outer stream solution 
0 
Then we have 
y > 0, all X 
t - cavity solution 
C - d ~ y < 0, lxl < 1 
and the boundary conditions become 
d finite 
at /ax= o 
C 
,Ir = Q 
'l' C 
at /ay = o 
C 
' 
. 
or d infinite 'V -+ 0 
C 
and in the region y ~ 0 
on x = ± 1, 
-d~y<O 
on y = -d, lxl < 1 
as y -+ - 00 
as y + 00 or Ix I -+ 00 
and 
. 
on y = 0 , I x I > 1 
at /ay = o 0 • 
19 
(6) 
(7a) 
(7b) 
(8) 
(9) 
Across y = 0, !xi~ 1, the mouth of the cavity, we require 
the solution to be continuous. To ensure this, the streamfunctions, 
i 0 and 'Ve' and their derivatives corresponding to tangential 
velocity, shear stress and pressure are matched on the boundary between 
the two solutions. 
The matching conditions are given by 
. 
"' = C 'V 0 (= F(x) ) 
at / ay = at / ay (= G(x) ) 
C 0 
)' on y - 0, !xi < 1 (10) 
a2t /ay2 = a2t / ay2 
C 0 
a 3"' / ay 3 = a 3t / ay 3 
C 0 . 
....... 
' 
.... 
20 
(at/ax, a2t/ax2 , ••. , a2t/axay, ... are then continuous also). 
(c) Single cavity or infinite array of cavities with moving sides 
The single cavity solution was used as a preliminary for the 
infinite cavity array. 
d 
V = - at /ax= - U 
C 
= + u 
finite tc = 
at /ay = 
C 
0 
+ u 
The boundary conditions are given as 
' on x = ± 1 
on x = - 1 ~ - d 2. y < 0 
on X = + 1 
. 
. 
on y = - d, !xi < 1 
or d infinite, tc ~ finite limit as y ~ - 00 
!xi * t 0 "v Uy as y ~ 00 or ~ 00 , 
' and \Vo = 0 
on y = 0 
I, 
at /ay = + u 
0 
(11) 
(12a) 
(12b) 
(13) 
(14) 
Again the stream function, tangential velocity, shear stress 
and pressure are required to be continuous across y = 0, lxl 2. 1. 
Finally, an infinite array of cavities in the configuration of 
Fig. 3 is considered. 
The axes are taken at the centre of one of the cavities as in 
Fig. 3 and the x length scale is again chosen so that the cavity 
width is 2.0. The wave length, the distance from the centre of 
one cavity to the centre of the next, is 
We, u'jsv,l"\<l -thcrt (t\- \a fl)e a- isic,H\c.es -t\-) 
n~\ig·, le.. Glt"'l<X t\rlo-f tht. v'eloL',t1 ;v a\u(.ec( , 
Sc me cH,tnod ;na\ul'...e. b tine. t'Y\o+,o 0 
\(\~2). 
e~ect cl -\-~.e c~\J;i~ 
-;-ne..·lv1· a.t ', ,,,i1 
o... stra.,~ hi' 'oou(\elo.<"~ 
\~ 
IS the. 
t- t peed V. 
-
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The movement of the boundaries in the manner of Fig.3 induces 
a velocity in the main body of fluid a large distance away. The 
flow induced is assumed to have a uniform velocity as y tends to 
infinity and the variation of its magnitude with changes in A 
is studied. 
and d 
It can be shown (§4.1) that in a frame of reference moving with 
the crests of a sine wave the waving motion of a flexible sheet is 
equivalent to the motion when each particle of the sheet moves 
tangentially along a sinusoidal path. Each particle moves with the 
same constant speed Q . 
0 
The array of infinite cavities can then be related to the 
propagation of waves along a sheet. For a large amplitude sine wave 
the array of square cavities used above simulates this motion and 
consequently the solutions will be used to gain further insight into 
the swimming organism problem. 
Considering only ona cavity say, for convenience the one on 
which the coordinate system is centred, and again using t
0 
and ,I, 
'f C 
for outer and cavity solutions respectively, the boundary conditions 
are given by 
d finite 
at /ax= - u 
C 
= + u 
t c = 0 
at /ay = + u 
C 
" 
' 
on x = ± 1 
on x = - 1 ~ - d 2 y < 0 , (15) 
on X = + 1 
, 
on y = - d, !xi < 1 (16a) 
.... 
Ii 
1, 
11 
or d infinite 
t + finite limit 
C 
and in the outer stream; 
as y + - 00 
,Ir I\J A + By 
ro as y + 00 , or lxl + 00 
and on each crest (AB in Fig. 3) between the cavities 
lo on y = 0, 1 < lxl < \ - 1 
at /ay = + u 0 . 
22 
(16b) 
(17) 
(18) 
At the mouth of each cavity continuity of the stream function, 
velocity, stress and pressure is required as before. 
For each of the cases (a), (b) or (c), the stream functions are 
assumed to be even functions of x so that the flow is antisymmetric, 
in particular, within the cavity. In (c) , for an infinite number 
f\f o 0.. + '( -= 0 
of holesAis assumed to be the sum of (even) periodic functions of x, 
wavelengths \/n, where n is a positive integer. As y 
tends to infinity \(r
0 
has the form A+ By where B is the velocity 
induced by the movement of the cavity boundaries. 
2.2 Series solution of the biharmonic equation within the cavity 
The boundary conditions, equations (3) of (a) and equations 
(6) of (b) in the previous section, are the same. For (c), let 
'V = ¢ - fU(x 2 - 1) 
C C 
(1) 
then equations (11) become 
I 
.... 
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' 
¢c = 0 
,. on X = + 1 - d 2. y < 0 (2) 
a¢ /ax= 0 
C . 
A solution of the biharmonic equation satisfying these boundary 
conditions (2) in the cavity is then general to the cases (a), (b) 
or (c). 
In §1.4 on Moffatt's solutions for flow in a corner, we found 
that solutions of the V4-equation for antisymmetric flow in a corner 
of zero angle, that is, 2a = 0, satisfying equations (2) had the 
following form 
-k IYI 
= A e n 
n 
(x sink x - tank cos k x) 
n n n 
where the k were solutions of the transcendental equation 
n 
(3) 
sin 2k + 2k = 0 (a = 1 in eq (21) of §1.4) (y .::_ 0, !xi < 1) . (4) 
For an infinite depth cavity the appropriate solution is 
+k . ny 
t = A e (x sink x - tank cos k x) 
n n n n n 
and for a finite depth cavity (-d ..::_ y < O, !xi < 1) 
(5) 
+k y -k y 
in= (A e n +Be n )(x sink x - tank cos k x) . (6) 
n n n n n 
As there are no real (non-trivial) solutions of (4), we write 
k = p + iq (7) 
and separating real and imaginary parts of (4), we solve for p and 
q the equations 
I 
...... 
Ii 
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sin 2p cash 2q + 2p = 0 
(8) 
sinh 2q cos 2p + 2q = 0 . 
Only solutions for which p > 0 are required (so that (5) tends 
to zero as y ~ - oo). Then we find that 
(2n-l)rr < 2p < (2n-±)rr 
and the asymptotic forms for p and q are given as 
and 
f O r i ""'-t e_~ e rs 
2p"' ±(4n-l)rr -2 i n(4n-l)rr 
(4n-l)rr 
2q "' f.n( 4n-1) rr 
n ~ i · 
' 
. 
(9) 
(10) 
Solutions of (8) to seven or eight decimal places are found easily 
on a computer using an iterative approximation procedure. 
Substituting (7) into (5) and (6) and taking real and imaginary 
parts, we obtain for the stream function (which is the real part only) 
(11) 
where A,B,C and D are constants to be determined by application of 
further boundary conditions and 
' ¢ = F cos qy G sin qy 
1 
¢ = F sin qy + G cos qy 
2 
I' (12) ¢ = F cos qy + G sin qy 
3 
¢ = F sin qy - G cos qy 
4 
.... 
I 
__. 
' 
I' 
I 
' 
where F = ax sin px cosh qx - s cos px cosh qx 
- y sin px sinh qx 
G = ax cos px sinh qx + s sin px sinh qx 
- y cos px cosh qx 
and finally 
a= 1 + tan2 p tanh 2 q ' 
B = tan p sech2 q • 
y = tanh q sec2 p 
If the cavity is of infinite depth, (11) becomes 
= epy(A¢ 
1 
+ B¢ ) • 
2 
The general flow pattern within the cavity can be found by 
25 
(13) 
(14) 
combining the infinite number of solutions '11 
't'n in such a way as to 
satisfy the boundary conditions on y = 0 and y = - d (if d finite). 
Terms of the form 2 2 X , y , X, y may be also added to accommodate some 
other simple boundary conditions on x = ± 1. The coefficients of 
the terms are found approximately by truncating the series 
at N terms and fitting exactly at M points (M different for each 
problem) on the appropriate boundaries. A set of simultaneous 
equations is found and the resulting matrix is inverted by Gaussian 
elimination with partial pivoting. The solution is approximate but 
its accuracy (or equivalently the conditioning of the matrix) can be 
determined by taking successively larger values of N. If the 
successive solutions converge we can expect the solution to be good 
for the main body of fluid in the cavity. There may be, however, in 
certain cases a Gibbs phenomenon near the top corners of the 
cavity (§3.1 and §3.2). 
--
..... 
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3. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 
The results of numerical calculations are given in this chapter 
under the three headings (a), (b) and (c) of Chapter II. 
3.1 Closed cavity 
3.1.1 Eigenfunction solution 
In §2.2, the solution of the biharmonic equation subject to the 
boundary conditions 
' 
'V = 0 
at/ax= 0 
was found to be 
where ,I, = epy (AA-
't' n '+' 1 
where n refers to the th n 
on x = + 1, -d ::_ y 2 0 
00 
+ B¢) + e-py(C¢ + D¢) 
2 3 4 
complex solution, p + iq, 
sin 2(p + iq) + 2(p + iq) = 0 
of 
and ¢ , ¢ , ¢ and are given by equations (11) - (14) of 
1 2 3 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
§ 2. 2. 
For the finite depth cavity two boundary conditions along y = 0 
and two on y = d remain to be satisfied while for the infinite 
cavity there are two boundary conditions on y = 0 only, while those 
of finiteness as y + - 00 are satisfied by setting C and D in 
(3) equal to zero. 
---
I 
....... 
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If the series (2) is truncated at N terms there are 4N (2N) 
constants to be found for the finite depth (infinite depth) cases and by 
fitting the boundary conditions exactly to the truncated series at N 
equidistant points across half the top of the cavity and N equidistant 
points across half the bottom (for the finite depth case) the required 
number of simultaneous equations results. The series need only be 
fitted across half the cavity as the stream function is symmetric 
about x = 0. Equidistant points are chosen so that no weight 
factors are required. As stated in §2.2, the equations were solved 
using Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. 
Solutions were obtained for cavities of depths 0·5 to 5·0 
(width 2·0), in steps of 0·5, and for the infinite depth cavity. 
Two velocity distributions along y = 0 were tried (a) U(x) = 1 and 
(b) U(x) = cos(nx/2) (following Takematsu (1965)). The stream 
function t was evaluated over a network of points grid size, 
·05 x ·OS, and streamlines (that is, lines of equal t) drawn from 
the calculated t values using, where necessary, linear interpolation 
between the points. The velocities along x = 0 were also calculated. 
The coefficients A,B,C and D are given in Table 1. for N = 5 
(finite depth) and N = 10 (infinite depth), and diagrams of flow 
patterns in Figs. 1 and 2. 
As N is increased the coefficients of the higher order terms 
change rapidly at first then converge to a fairly stable value. This 
is an unfortunate result of truncation of series. A series truncated 
and fitted exactly at a finite number of points generally does not 
fit exactly between the fitted points and can oscillate so that the 
....... 
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U(x) = cos(nx/2) 
N = 5 A B C D 
0·5 0•731552 0 · 26 3091 -2 1·63.10-l Depth -8·90.10 
-0·012648 0·028572 8·49.10-4 6·20.10-4 
0·003280 -0·006053 -1·00.10 -5 -5·44.10 -5 
-0·001109 0·002619 -1·65.10 -6 5·11.10-6 
-0·000449 -0·000946 1·63.10- 7 -1·90.10 -7 
Depth l·O 0·377486 0·078378 -1·60.10 -4 1·86.10-2 
-0·018225 0·014403 3·11.10-5 2·48.10-5 
0•006859 -0·004148 -2·05.10 -7 -3·69.10 -7 
-0·002516 0·002572 1·07.10-9 5·31.10-9 
-0·000235 -0·001089 1·95.10-11 -3·62.10-11 
Depth 1·5 0·322852 0 · 05 3992 1·17.10-3 2·09.10- 3 
-0·021436 0·011456 1·64.10-6 2·54.10- 7 
0·007645 -0·004029 -2·18.10 -9 -9•92.10-10 
-0·002729 0·002637 4·03.10-12 3·39.10-12 
-0·000219 -0·001127 -5·37.10-16 -9·27.10-15 
Depth 2·0 0·314566 0·050680 2·24.10- 4 1·34.10-4 
-0·022173 0·010933 4·23.10- 8 -2·42.10 -8 
0·007782 -0·004032 -1·11.10-11 3·11.10-12 
-0·002757 0·002654 4·68.10-15 1·09.10-17 
-0·000219 -0·001134 -1·39.10-18 -1··46.10-18 
1, 
I 
___. 
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N = 5 A B C D 
Depth 2·5 0·313774 0·050403 1·92.10-5 9·77.10- 7 
-0·022271 0·010875 3·74.10-10 -9·84.10-10 
0·007797 -0·004035 -2·53.lo-14 3·33.lo-14 
-0·002760 0·002657 2·81.lo-18 -1·70.10-18 
-0·000219 -0·001135 -3·57.10-22 -4·51.10- 23 
Depth 3· 0 0·313740 0·050394 2·40.10- 7 1·92.10- 7 
-0·022278 0·010871 -3·73.10-12 -1·46.10-11 
0·007797 -0·004035 -4·39.lo-17 9·30.10-17 
-0·002760 0·002657 1·97.10-21 -1·17.10-21 
-0·000219 -0·001135 -5·03.lo-26 1·72.10-26 
Depth 3· 5 0·313740 0·050394 -7·29.10 -8 2·58.10- 7 
-0·022278 0·010871 3·99.10-14 -9·00.10-14 
0 · 00 779 7 -0•004035 -5·32.lo-19 3·38.lo-19 
-0·002760 0·002657 2·89.10- 24 -1·83.10- 24 
-0·000219 -0·001135 -9 · 36. lo- 30 3·69.lo-30 
Depth 4·0 0·313740 0·050394 1·15.10-8 5·49.10- 8 
-0·022278 0·010871 7·00.10-15 -5·72.10-15 
0 · 00779 7 -0·004035 -3·00.lo-21 4·60.10- 21 
-0·002760 0·002657 2·03.10- 27 -4·36.10- 27 
-0·000219 -0·001135 -2·26.lo- 33 1·89.l0- 33 
.... 
N = 5 
Depth 4.5 
Depch 5 • 0 
N = 10 
Infinite 
Depth 
A 
0 · 313740 
-0-022278 
0·007797 
-0·002760 
-0·000219 
O· 313740 
-0·022278 
0·007797 
-0-002760 
-0·000219 
U(x) = 1 
A 
0·356915 
-0-119531 
0·066357 
-0 · 044308 
0°032627 
-0·025155 
0·019052 
-0·012092 
0·002710 
0·001860 
B 
0·050394 
0·010871 
-0-004035 
0·002657 
-0·001135 
0·050394 
0 · 010871 
-0·004035 
0·002657 
-0·001135 
B 
0·067742 
-0 · 0105 84 
0·001115 
0·001623 
-0-003152 
0-004726 
-0·006702 
0·008658 
-0·007725 
0·002976 
TABLE 1 
30 
C D 
5·05.10-9 5·67.10-9 
9·14.lo-17 -3·40.10-16 
3·36.10-24 3·24.10- 23 
-1·36.lo- 30 -4·98.lo- 30 
-1·71.l0- 37 7·37.lo- 37 
6·96.10-10 2·37.10-10 
-3•81.10-18 -8·36.10-18 
1·03.10-25 9·97.10- 26 
3·44.lo- 33 -2·55.10- 33 
7·26.lo-41 1·37.lo-40 
U(x) = cos (1rx/2) 
A 
0·313642 
-0·022022 
0·007716 
-0·003831 
0·002229 
-0·001409 
0•000877 
-0·000399 
-0·000103 
0·000157 
B 
0·050391 
0·010741 
-0·003524 
0·001873 
-0·001218 
0·000915 
-0·000779 
0·000694 
-0·000458 
0·000133 
Coefficients of the series, t. U(x) = cos(1rx/2) for finite depths; 
U(x) = 1 and cos(1rx/2) for infinite depths. 
I 
........ 
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FIGURE 1. Velocity profiles along x = 0 and streamline 
patterns for finite depth closed cavities, aspect ratios 
1/4 - 5/2. U(x) = cos(nx/2). 
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FIGURE 2. Streamline patterns for t he infinite depth closed 
cavity wi t h U(x) = cos(n x/2) and U(x) = l·O . 
I 
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difference between the calculated and required value is positive on 
one side of the fitted point and negative on the other. This 
oscillation is associated with a few of the higher order terms of the 
truncated series where the coefficients are unreliable because of 
truncation. Because of the form of tn (eq. 3) the terms associated 
with epy are greatest near y = 0 and least near y = - d and 
those associated with -py e least near y = 0 and greatest near 
y = - d. If the coefficients, A and B do not decrease 
significantly with increase in n then the higher order terms are 
important in determining t near y = 0. 
For the closed cavity problem it was found that as the top 
corner, x = ± 1, y = 0, was approached along y = 0, t exhibited a 
Gibbs type phenomenon, being very little in error near x = 0 and 
very greatly in error near x = ± 1. Depending on the generating 
flow in the cavity this effect may or may not be significant but it 
seems certain that away from the corner our solution is reliable. 
The large oscillations do not appear to the same extent at the corners 
in the bottom of the cavity, the greatest oscillation being near 
x = ± 0·5, and quite small in comparison with the effect at x = ± 1, 
y = 0. 
Hence the problem occurs only near y = 0 and particularly in 
the corners where t and the velocities are small and any small errors 
in A,B,C or D are significant. 
As shown in Fig. 2., no distortion of the flow pattern dHe to 
the inaccuracy near the top corners is evident and as expected by the 
nature of the boundary conditions a recirculating flow is obtained. 
.... 
I 
....... 
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I(\ r1 v •YI b , 
It consists of a sequence of eddies down the cavity increasingAfrom 
one to infinity as the depth increases. Further, in the cavities 
of finite depth a sequence of eddies predicted by Moffatt (1964) 
appears in the bottom corners. 
In the cavity of depth 0 •5 the corner eddies occupy a very 
small proportion of the area of the cavity but as the depth is 
increased the corner eddies grow larger until, between depths 3·0 
and 3·5 (aspect ratios, 3/2 and 7/4 resp.), they unite to form 
the first stage of a second main eddy. This new eddy retains some 
resemblance to the two corner eddies from which it was formed in that 
there are two centres of intensity, two eddy structures contained in 
the one. The velocities within this second eddy are extremely small 
and this structure is not likely to be observed experimentally. 
Previously, numerically determined solutions have not detected this 
intermediate state. 
At depth 4·0 
' 
the second eddy has lost its two cell structure 
and very small corner eddies again become apparent and can be expected 
to grow larger as the cavity depth is increased until three and more 
main eddies are formed in the same manner as the second. For depths 
greater than 4·0 the primary eddy changes very little with the 
growth of successive eddies and only in the initial stages of 
development does an eddy affect the one immediately above it reducing 
its size slightly at first. This could perhaps have been predicted 
from the convergence of coefficients in the finite depth case. 
In the infinite depth cavity sufficiently far away from the 
disturbance at the mouth of the cavity which appears to be about one 
35 
eddy in depth the eddies are very similar to each other and their 
relative intensities are in the ratios 350:1. These results verify 
Moffatt's (1964) work. The two velocity distributions along y 0 
did not alter the streamline patterns significantly except near y = 0 
where the case, U(x) = cos(Tix/2), produced more rounded patterns. 
In general the flow patterns compared well with those determined 
by other authors using various techniques. In his paper on the 
structure of steady separated flows, Burggraf (1966) produced numerical 
solutions using a relaxation procedure for the square cavity, not 
only for R = 0 but also for Reynolds numbers up to 400. For 
R > 400, with a program time limit of 30 minutes, he found it was not 
possible to obtain a convergent series of solutions by increasing the 
number of iterations and at the same time decreasing the grid size. 
Earlier Kawaguti (1961) had used a similar procedure with the 
relaxation parameter K equal to l•O (Burggraf (1966) allowed K 
to vary and particularly for large R, K < 1) but could not obtain 
solutions for R > 64 because of instability. As he used a coarse 
mesh the results for R less than 64 are not very accurate. 
Pan and Acrivos (1967), using ~urggraf's technique also, give 
streamline patterns for rectangular cavities with aspect ratios (that 
is, the ratio, depth to width) of !, t, 1, 2 and 5 for R = 0 and 
produce impressive experimental results for Reynolds numbers from 20 
to 4000. Various other numerical solutions giving much the same 
results have been obtained by Mills (1965(a) and (b)) and Simuni (1965). 
Weiss and Florsheim(1965) employed the variational principle, minimising 
the square of vorticity in the region and found solutions for aspect 
........ 
I 
..-.I 
-1· 
FIGURE 3. 
y 
0 
Takematsu's solution for the closed 
cavity, aspect ratio 2. 
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ratios !, 1, 2, 3 and 4. Some experimental results are included in 
this paper. An analytic solution was attempted by Takematsu (1965), 
but its application has some difficulties. 
In his paper, Takematsu (1965) gives a sketch of the flow in a 
cavity of aspect ratio 2. (reproduced in Fig.3), the streamlines of 
which are not calculated exactly and are meant to be a schematic 
representation only. The diagram shows three small eddies near the 
bottom of the cavity and as our results (and others) did not indicate 
this flow, it was of interest to duplicate his calculations for a range 
of depths and to determine the streamline patterns more accurately. 
3.1.2 Takematsu's solution 
The boundary conditions he used are the same as in §3.1.1, 
with the velocity distribution on y = O, U(x) = cos(rrx/2). He 
obtained a series solution by fitting exactly the boundary conditions 
'V = 0 on x = + 1, y = 0 and y = - d (1) 
Then 'V was given by 
with 
'V = l Dm 'Vm 
m=l, 3, 5 .•. 
'Vm = [y _c_o_sh_"_m_(_y_+_d_) 
cosh). d 
m 
d sinh). y 
m 
sinh). d cosh 
m J cos AX m 
(2) 
+ l A . 
'-1 3 5 mJ J- , ' .. [
d sinh "; y 
sinh 1..d 
J 
y cosh ";Y] 
cosh 1.,d 
J 
cos 1.,x 
J 
+ L B . [x sinh µ.x - tanh µ. cosh µ,x] 
i=l,2,3 . . . mi l l l 
sin µ.y 
l 
__ (3) 
I 
........ 
I 
' 
where A = mn/2 
m 
µ . = i n/d 
l 
(m = 1, 3, 5. . . ) 
(i = 1,2,3 . . . ) 
. 
b v i .a..q ·, va. le. "r 
We used a simplifiedAform in the calculations, given by 
'V = l 
i=l,2,3 .. 
l j=l,3,5 'V . . l] 
with t .. = A. (x sinh µ .x - tanh µ. cosh µ.x) sin µ.y 
l] l l l l l 
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(4) 
(5) 
+ [B .y sinh A.(y+d) + C. (y+d) sinh A.y] cos A.x (6) 
J J J J J 
where A. , µ . are given by (4). 
J l 
The series was truncated to five 
and then ten terms (fifteen and thirty coefficients resp.) and fitted 
by collocation to the boundary conditions, 
at /ay = U(x) on y = 0, JxJ 2 1 (7) 
at/ay = o on y = - d, J x J < 1 (8) 
and at /ax= 0 on x = ± 1, - d 2 y < 0 (9) 
Takematsu used four terms, but does not state the exact 
procedure of fitting 
b~ 05 
calculated ~for depths 
( 7) , ( 8 ) and ( 9 ) . Streamline patterns were 
0·5 to 5·0 (in steps of 0·5) and results 
are sketched in Figs. 1 and 2. 
The difficulties in applying this series solution become apparent 
in the results for the deeper cavities. The collocation method 
requires the fitting of (9) exactly at N points (N = 5 and N = 10 
in our calculations) on x = ± 1 . For t he deep cavity t he spacing 
between the points becomes large and it is possible for a streamline 
I 
........ 
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FIGURE 1. Takernatsu's solution: Streamline na tterns for the 
finite depth closed cavity wi th U(x) = cos(nx/2) and N = 5 . 
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FIGURE 2. Takematsu's solution: Streamline patterns for the 
finite depth closed cavity with U(x) = cos(nx/2) and N = 10. l,..) 
\.0 
r 
1, 
I 
at right angles to x = ± 1 to be produced (so that at /ax= 0 
exactly) at each of the fitted points. 
Although not so obvious this effect appears also in the 
40 
shallower cavities whose streamlines look reasonable but the corner 
eddies are found .to be non-symmetrical, separating at point of 
fitting, or non-existent depending on whether N is even or odd. 
At each point of fitting the sign of t appears to change but in most 
cases the region of opposite flow is too small to be detected in the 
mesh of evaluated t points. Perhaps it is possible to take a 
sufficient number of terms in the series and to have more points of 
fit along x = ± 1 than along y = 0 and y = - d so that there 
is no obvious distortion but clearly, for deep cavities the number 
of equations to be solved is prohibitive. The dependence of the 
solution on the number of fitting points appears to be much more 
marked with Takematsu's series than with the Moffatt series. The 
inaccuracy affects the whole of the flow pattern using Takematsu's 
solution, but only a very small region round y = 0 is affected and 
very slightly at that when Moffatt's functions are used. It is 
not difficult to see how Takematsu obtained three eddies at the 
bottom of the cavity, depth 4·0, if only a few values of t were 
considered. 
3.2 Open cavity. 
3.2.1 Eigenfunction solution 
In this case the flow in the cavity is driven by a fluid flowing 
across the mouth of the cavity causing the streamlines of the outer 
flow to dip in and out of the cavity and eddies to form within. 
i 
_....... 
I 
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Again the solution of V4t = 0 in the cavity is taken to be 
t = E t 
C n 
where tn is defined by equations (11) - (14) of §2.2, and where 
,,, ,,, represent cavity and outer solutions respectively as in §2.1. 
'I' C ' 'I' O 
To obtain a streamfunction t
0 
which satisfies the given 
boundary conditions (§2.l(b)) we followed Takematsu (1966). For 
convenience, the boundary conditions are given again 
t 'v tuy 2 as y -+ 00 or lxl -+ 00 (2) 0 
to = at /ay = 0 on y = 0, lxl > 1 (3) 0 
' 
to = F(x) 
• on y = 0, lxl < 1 (4) 
at / ay = G(x) 
0 
Let to= !Uy2 + t ' • (5) 0 
If we take the Fourier transform with respect to x of the 
biharmonic equation and assuming that a2t/ax2, a3t/ax3 vanish as 
lxl-+ 00 (that is, the disturbance due to the presence of the cavity 
vanishes far away from it), we can find a solution satisfying (2) 
and ( 3), 
,I, = !Uy2 + 
't'o 
+ (y2/rr) fl 
F(a) 
(y2+(x-a)2)2 
G(a) 
y2+(x-a)2 da 
da 
Further if F(x) and G(x) are expanded in a Fourier cosine 
series such that each is zero at X = ± 1, 
(6) 
.... 
I 
.-
,, 
F(x) 
G(x) 
where 
co 
l = F cos k X 
n=l n n 
co 
= l G cos k X 
n=l n n 
k = (2n-l),r/2 . 
n 
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' 
(7) 
' S 0 b $ t ·, "tut, n9 (7) 1 n 1 o --th~ Fo u Y- i e., t \'""Od\S OvrY\S °' '\Vo O.V'\O 
~ 1Vc' /u ~ we. obto. ·, Y\ 
,I, = fUy 2 + (2/,r) 
't'o 
co 
I 
n=l 
(-l)n F k 
n n f
co -ky 
cos k cos kx (l+ky)e dk 
k2-k2 
n 
0 
+ (2/,r) ~ (-l)n Gk fco COS k COS l n n k2-k2 
n=l n 
0 
-ky kx ye dk 
The matching or continuity conditions on y = O, !xi < 1 
now become 
,,, = ,,, (= LF cos k x) 
't'c 't'o n n 
3\jr /ay = 3\jr /ay(= LG cos k x) 
c o n n 
(= U-EF
0
k~ cos k
0
x + EG
0
(-l)n Zkn:n(x)] 
(= -
+ LG 3k 2 cos k X l 
n n n 
where H (x) = Ci((l+x)k) cos(l+x)k + Ci((l-x)k) cos(l-x)k 
n n n n n 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
+ Si((l+x)k) sin(l+x)k + Si((l-x)k) sin(l-x)k (13) 
n n n n 
and Ci(x), Si(x) are the cosine and sine integrals respectively and 
are defined by 
I 
..-
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Ci(x) = J: (cos u/u)du 
(14) 
Si(x) = fx (sin u/u)du . 
0 
Takematsu (1966) found a solution tc for the cavity in the 
form of a sum of integrals which satisfied the boundary conditions 
on x = ± 1 exactly . We found that if the integrals are evaluated 
by the method of residues they can be reduced to the same form as the 
eigenfunctions we have used and naturally are easier to evaluate in 
this form. 
Truncating each series at N terms there are 6N constants 
for the finite case and 4N constants for the infinite depth cavity. 
By fitting the matching conditions at N points across half the mouth 
of the cavity and, where necessary, across half the bottom of the 
cavity the required number of simultaneous equations is found. 
are solved using the same technique as in §3.1. 
In order to evaluate the stream function to over a network 
These 
of points outside the cavity the integrals of equation (8) were put in 
a more convenient form for computation. 
The integrals of (8) become (p 135, Erdelyi et al, (1953 b) 
Vol. 1) 
J
oo -ky 
cos k cos kx (l+ky)e dk 
k2-k2 
n 
0 
- J -a k -a k + (k y+l) J~ 1 nE (-a k) + e 2 nE (-a k) } 
n ~ 1 1 n 1 2 n (15) 
r 
.1\ 
and 
= (y/k) Real 
n Part 
where 
and 
a k -a k { - e 1 nE (a k) + e 1 nE (-a k) 1 1 n 1 1 n 
a = y + i(l+x) 
1 
a = y + i(l-x) 
2 
E (z) = 
1 
f (e-z/z)dz 
z 
. 
E (-x) 
1 
Cauchy r -z 
= Prine. (e /z)dz 
Value 
-x 
' 
for complex z and Real (z) > 0. E (z) and E (-x) are the 
1 1 
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(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
exponential integrals and various techniques exist for their calculation. 
For both x and y (z = x+iy) less than ten, the usual series 
expansions of E (z) and E (-z) given in Abramowitz and Stegun 
1 1 
(1965) (p 197) are rapidly convergent. The computer program for their 
evaluation used the minimum number of terms to obtain eight figure 
accuracy. For x or y greater than ten, we used the Laguerre 
quadrature method, due to Todd (1954). He states that this method is 
more efficient for large complex arguments than the asymptotic 
expansion technique and six to eight figure accuracy can be obtained 
readily. 
Briefly, we let 
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-z E ( z) = e (I -iI ) (19) 
1 1 2 
where I = r e-p(x+E) dp (x+p)2+y2 , 1 0 
(20) 
r -p and I = (x~p) ~+y2 dp " 2 0 
For any n, it is known that (Todd (1954)) 
I= J00 e-tf(t)dt : EA. (n) f(x. (n)) = Q 
l l ' 
0 
(21) 
where the (n) x. 
l 
are the zeros of the Laguerre polynomial L ( t) 
n 
and 
A. (n) are the corresponding Christoffel numbers. 
l 
The x. (n) and 
l 
A (n) 
i are tabulated in Abramowitz and 
(Jl E (z) -z = e 1 
Stegun (1965, p.932). Then 
A. (N) l l z+x. (N) l (22) 
Further it was necessary to evaluate the sine and cosine integrals 
(equation 13). For x less than 30, we used the first one hundred 
terms of the series 
Ci(x) = - (y + ln x - x2/2.2!+ x 4 /4.4! ... ) 
(2 3) 
Si(x) = x - x 3/3.3! + x 5/5.5! ... 
where y is Euler's constant. 
The integrals also have an asymptotic expansion for large x 
which can be written as 
Ci(x) = f(x) sin x - g(x) cos x 
(24) 
and Si(x) = n/2 - f(x) cos x - g(x) sin x 
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Cavity solution Outer stream s olution 
N • 10 A B C D F G 
Depth 0·2 5·284.10- 2 1·670.10- 3 1 · 551.10-
2 -3 1·617.10-2 1·692.10-l 
-3·649.10 
-3 -3 -4 -3 -3 -2 
-8·237.10 3·062.10 3·435.10 -1·070.10 -1·876.10 -3·143.10 
-3 -3 -4 2 · 236 .10-4 -4 
-2 
2-720.10 -1-903.10 -2-344.10 2·218.10 1-240.10 
-3 1·232.10-3 7·480.10- 5 -5 1·888.10-
5 -3 
-1·197.10 -4·016.10 -7-047.10 
-4 -4 -5 5·371.10- 6 -5 4·511.10-
3 
5-628.10 -8·819.10 -2· 135.10 -4·471.10 
-4 6°723.10- 4 -6 
-7 -5 -3 
-2-074.10 5•757.10 1-471.10 3-768.10 -2-983.10 
-5 -4 -6 -7 -5 -3 
-3-451.10 -5 · 111.10 -1-460.10 -5-400.10 -2-869.10 1·982.10 
-4 -4 -7 -7 2·171.10-5 -3 2.100.10 3·387.10 3•070.10 3·176.10 -1·293.10 
-4 -4 -9 -7 -5 7•758.10-4 
-2-687.10 -1-174.10 -4-557.10 -1· 269 .10 -1·563.10 
7·099.10-5 -6 -8 2·151.10-
8 6·915.10-6 -4 
-5-506.10 -1·117.10 -2·290.10 
Depth 0·4 -2 -4 
-3 2·692.10- 3 -2 2·105.10-l 5·520.10 -3-529.10 1-508.10 3·412.10 
-3 3· 705.10- 3 2·946.10- 4 -4 
-4 -2 
-8·398.10 -4·625.10 -2•479.10 -3·438.10 
-3 -3 -5 -5 -4 -2 3.022.10 -2-185.10 -3-231.10 2-355.10 -3-591.10 1-582.10 
-3 -3 -6 -7 -4 -3 
-1-326.10 l • 471.10 3-031.10 -1-964.10 2-011.10 -8·702.10 
-4 -3 -7 -7 -4 -3 5. 701.10 -1-070.10 -2-534.10 -1-994.10 -1·155.10 5·284.10 
-4 -4 l • 551.10-8 -8 -5 
-3 
-1-592.10 8°074.10 4. 736.10 7.332.10 -3-426.10 
-4 -4 7•336.10-lO -9 -5 - 3 
-1-073.10 -6·013.10 -8-954.10 -5-000.10 2·292.10 
2·914.10-4 -4 -7· 136.10-lO 
-9 -5 -3 
3· 859 .10 1-566.10 3·523.10 -1·526.10 
-4 -4 2·230.10-10 -1·948.10-lO -5 9·377.10-
4 
-3·328.10 -1·218.10 -2·366.10 
-5 -5 
-2,047.10-ll -3·283.10-12 9·744.10-6 
-4 
8-195.10 -1·392.10 -3· 558.10 
Depth 0, 6 -2 -4 
-3 -3 -2 -1 5,524.10 -7-348.10 -1.020.10 4. 385 .10 3,888.10 2,139.10 
-3 -3 5·463.10-5 -4 7·783.10-4 
-2 
-3-853.10 3•765.10 -1·046.10 -3· 848.10 
3·083.10- 3 -3 
-6 3·579.10- 7 -4 1·617.10-2 
-2·298.10 -2·355.10 -4·171.10 
-3 -3 8·500.10- 8 1·084.10-7 2·055.10-4 
-3 
-1·302.10 1·536.10 -8·608.10 
-4 -3 -9 -8 -4 5·248.10- 3 5·459.10 -1-102.10 -2-205.10 -1 ·039 .10 -1•195.10 
-4 -4 
-4·016.10-ll 8·434.10-lO -5 
-3 
-1-401.10 8·263.10 7·691.10 -3·433.10 
-4 -4 l• 753.10-ll -7,005.10-ll -5 2·316.10- 3 
-1· 241.10 -6,129.10 -5·276.10 
3·065.10-4 -4 -3·015.10-
12 5·830.10-12 3·719.10-5 -3 3·912.10 -1·551.10 
-4 -4 3.995.10-13 -3. 201.10-13 -5 
-4 
-3·432.10 -1.210.10 -2.488.10 .9, 584 .10 
8·339.10-5 -5 -2 • 409 .10-
14 
-7·386.10-15 -5 -4 
-1·570.10 1·017.10 -3· 64 7 .10 
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N • 10 A B C D F 
G 
Depth 0·8 5, 531.10- 2 
-4 -4 -3 -2 -1 
-5, 851.10 -5,244.10 3·534.10 3,644.10 2·159.10 
-3 -3 -6 -5 -4 
-2 
-8,971.10 3,725.10 8,986.10 -1,314.10 6,767.10 
-3·897,10 
3·034.10- 3 -3 
-7 -7 -4 l · 551.10-2 
-2,300.10 -2·367.10 -1·978,10 -3·081.10 
-3 -3 -9 9·681.10-9 
-4 -3 
-1•276.10 1·519.10 4·218.10 1·665,10 
-8·265.10 
5,360.10-4 -3 -6,025.10-ll -3,529.10-lO 
-4 -3 
-1,086.10 -1,022.10 5,055.10 
-4 -4 
-1,540.10-14 l· 346.10-ll 
-5 -3 
-1,385.10 8,127.10 6,794.10 -3·310.10 
-4 -4 8,760.10-14 -5,607.10-13 
-5 -3 
-1, 208.10 -6,026,10 -4,769.10 2·233,10 
3·003.10-4 3·848,10-4 -9· 511.10-
15 2· 386.10- 14 3·426.10-5 
-3 
-1·495.10 
-4 -4 7·815.10-16 -6·310.10-16 
-5 9·236.10-4 
-3·369.10 -1·193,10 -2 · 330 .10 
8·202.10-5 -5 -3·133.10-
17 
-5·127.10-18 9·655.10-6 
-4 
-1·528,10 -3·517,10 
Depth 1,0 5,561.10-2 
-4 -5 -3 -2 -1 
-3,836.10 4,765.10 2·186.10 3·257,10 2·208.10 
-3 -3 -6 -8 -4 
-2 
-8,898.10 3. 701.10 2,872.10 -8, 041.10 2,126.10 -3· 773.10 
2·983.10- 3 -3 
-8 -8 -4 l · 485 .10-2 
-2· 271.10 -3·638.10 -3•839.10 -1· 893.10 
-3 -3 3,464.10-10 6,584.10-lO 
-4 -3 
-1,257.10 1,492.10 1,245.10 
-7,943.10 
5·313.10-4 -3 -3·512.10-
12 
-l, 149 .10-11 -5 4·865.10-
3 
-1·064.10 -8·296.10 
-4 -4 3.322.10-14 2·240.10-13 5.777,10-
5 -3 
-1,409.10 7,961.10 -3·185.10 
-4 -4 4•276,10-17 -4,858.10-15 
-5 2·146.10-'3 
-1·142.10 -5·906.10 -4 · 187 .10 
-4 3· 778.10-4 -2·980.10-17 1·089.10-
16 3·084.10-5 -3 2,914.10 -1·435.10 
-4 -4 1·897.10-18 -1·542.10-18 
-5 8·852.10-4 
-3,290.10 -1•179,10 -2·144.10 
-5 -5 
-4·306.10-20 1·910.10-21 9·045.10-
6 -4 
8,046.10 -1·451.10 -3· 372 .10 
N = 5 
Depth 1,5 -2 -4 
-4 -4 -2 -1 
5,580.10 -8,593.10 1,961.10 3.402.10 2,865.10 2· 308.10 
-3 -3 -7 -8 -4 
-2 
-7,931.10 4,260.10 2,350.10 2·247.10 -8·206.10 -3·318.10 
1·774.10-3 -3 -3·656.10-lO -1·329.10-lO 4.931.10-
5 -2 
-2·660.10 1·150.10 
3· 063.10- 4 -3 7• 301.10-
13 5·094.10-13 5·341.10-5 
-3 
1·433.10 -4· 807 .10 
-4 -4 
-2·802.10-16 -1·467.10-15 
-5 1·586.10-3 
-3·709.10 -3·899.10 -5·332.10 
Depth 2•0 -2 
-4 -5 -5 -2 -1 5,599.10 -8,346.10 4,221.10 2,450.10 2,773.10 
2,336.10 
-3 4 · 269 .10- 3 7•071.10-9 
-9 -4 -2 
-7·879.10 -4·304.10 -9·804.10 
-3·252.10 
1,765.10 -3 -2,652.10 -3 -1·963.10-
12 6· 782.10-13 7·319.10-5 1·135.10-
2 
3·052.10-4 1·428.10- 3 8·662,10-
16 
-7•477.10-17 -5 
-3 
4·684.10 -4•750.10 
-4 -4 
-~·672.10-19 -2·324.10-19 
-5 1·568.10-3 
-3·696.10 -3·884.10 -5·171.10 
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N • 5 A B C D F 
G 
Depth 2·5 5·601.10-
2 -4 4·223.10-6 8·040.10- 8 2·765.10-
2 2 · 339 .10-1 
-8· 355.10 
-3 4 · 272 .10- 3 6·493.10-ll -1·874.10-lO 
-4 -2 
-7•872.10 -9·972.10 -3·244.10 
l· 763.10- 3 -2 · 651.10 -3 -4·440.10-
15 7· 101.10-15 7·~02.10-5 1·134.10-
2 
3·053.10 -4 1·427.10- 3 5·048.10-
19 
-4·331.10-19 4·642 .10- 5 -4·747.10 
-3 
-4 -4 
-6·797.10- 23 -6· 250.10- 25 
-5 1·567.10-3 
-3·696.10 -3·883.10 -5·162.10 
N = 10 
Infinite 
5·649.10- 2 
-4 2·629.10-2 2·343.10-l 
Depth -1·563.10 
-3 3·726.10- 3 
-4 -2 
-8·630.10 -7·464.10 
-3·436.10 
2·901.10- 3 -3 
-6 1·386.10-2 
-2·223.10 -9·219.10 
-3 1·452.10- 3 6 · 387.10-
5 -3 
-1·232.10 
-7·502.10 
-4 -3 -5 4·616.10-
3 
5,270.10 -1,034.10 -5,586.10 
-4 -4 -5 
-3 
-1,457.10 7,745.10 4·366.10 
-3·026.10 
-4 -4 -5 2·036.10-
3 
-1·045 . 10 -5•756.10 -3·388.10 
2·792.10-4 3,694.10 
-4 2,620 . 10 -5 -1,358.10 -3 
-4 -4 -5 8·365 .10-
4 
-3·187.10 -1·165.10 
-1·894.10 
-5 -5 -6 
-4 
7,856.10 -1,338.10 
8,232.10 -3·187.10 
TABLE 1 
Coefficients of the series, 't'c and '¥0 , for 
the open cavity. 
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where f(x) ~ (1/x) (1 - 2!/x2 + 4!/x4 - 6!/x6 .... ) 
~ (25) 
and g(x) ~ (l/x2) (1 - 3!/x2 + 5!/x4 - 7!/x6 .... ) . 
For 30 2 x < 40, sixteen terms in these series were used, while 
for x ~ 40, twenty terms were sufficient (N.B.S. 1940) for ten 
figure accuracy. 
The coefficients of the series solutions for tc and t
0 
for 
N = 10 are given in Table 1 and sketches of the streamlines and 
velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 1. 
The most interesting features of the flow patterns generated are 
firstly the penetration of the outer shear stream some depth into the 
cavity and secondly the apparent separation of the flow at a point just 
below the corner and not at the corner as expected by some authors. 
Several attempts at determining the flow over the cavity have assumed 
the dividing streamline originates from the corners (Mills (1965) and 
Weiss and Florsheim (1965)), but Takematsu (1966) seems to be the first 
to indicate that this may not be necessarily correct. 
In the shallow cavity a recirculating flow of the type between 
parallel plates is not produced, the outer stream penetrating to the 
bottom of the cavity producing large corner eddies. These corner 
eddies separate from the main flow at points below the corner also. 
In Fig. 2 the approximate separation points (calculated from t values 
at x = 0·90 and x = 0·95) for all the finite depth cavities 
considered are plotted against the depth. The depth of penetration 
at x = O·O is also shown, each of the calculations being done for 
N = 10. For depths up to 0·6 the distance of the dividing 
... 
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FIGURE 1. Streamline patterns for f inite an d infinite 
depth open cavities. V, 
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streamline from the corner slowly increases but between 0·6 and 0·8 
suddenly starts to decrease, as the flow patterns changes over to 
produce a recirculating pattern with a main eddy and very small corner 
eddies. The depth of the separation point below the corner decreases 
to about 0·078 and does not change significantly as the depth of 
the cavity is increased further. 
The formation of eddies below the first in the deeper cavities 
had little effect on the shape or intensity of the first eddy, as was 
found for the closed cavity (§3.1). Further in the infinite depth 
cavity the sequence of eddies was found to be practically the same as 
those for the closed cavity, differing only in that their centres were 
deeper in the cavity by a distance of approximately the depth of 
penetration (about ·15 at x = O•O). The intensities and separation 
were about the same. 
It was stated in Chapter TI that solutions were tested for 
convergence by taking a series of values of N and if this resulted 
in only small differences in the overall flow pattern, the solution 
was taken to be reliable. However we also found that the solution 
was worst near y = 0 and particularly near the corners y = 0, 
X = ± 1. This was clearly shown when the separation point was 
successively estimated from t values for N = 5,6,7,8,9,10,15,20 
and 25. The estimated values did not appear to converge. 
However this is not only a fault of this solution of the 
biharmonic equation but it appears that a numerical solution -cannot 
determine the corner flow and consequently the separation point 
accurately. As the streamfunction and velocity are very small here, 
I 
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they are sensitive to minute changes in the coefficients of a series 
solution or grid size in a numerical solution. Mehta and Lavan (1969) 
have given some numerical results for shear flow over a cavity for 
Reynolds numbers 1,10 and 100 and have investigated the location of 
the separation and reattachment points but at the end of their paper 
state that "the exact location of the dividing streamline must await 
analytical treatment". 
Takematsu (1966) suggests the use of Moffatt's eigenfunctions for 
a corner of angle, 2a = 3n/2. Whereas the series solution for the 
cavity is poorest near y = 0, x = ± 1, Moffatt's corner solutions are 
best in this region and the fitting of one solution to the other at an 
appropriate intermediate boundary would appear to be the best compromise. 
3.2.2 Flow around a corner, 2a = 3n/2, and the location of the 
dividing streamline. 
From equations (11) - (17) of §1.4, we have for 2a = 3n/2, 
,1, = r'(sin \8 - tan \a sin (\-2)8) 
't'sym (1) 
where the \ are the solutions of 
sin (3n(\-1)/2) = - (\-1) (2) 
and 
,1, - rµ(tan µa cos µ8 + cos (µ-2)8) (3) 
't'antisym -
where the µ are solutions of 
sin (3n(µ-l)/2) = µ - 1 (4) 
1  
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As 2a is greater than 2a (156°) or 2a (146°), (2) and 
1 2 
(4) each have some real solutions and an infinite number of complex 
solutions. The real solutions can easily be found from Fig. 1 with 
x equal to (A-1) or (µ-1). 
The solution \ = 1 is trivial and consequently (2) and (4) 
each have one real non-trivial solution calculated to be 
' A= 1·9085 
. (5) 
and µ = 1·5445 
and an infinite number of complex solutions, the first fifteen of 
which are given in Table 1. 
approximated by 
For large n, the th n solutions are 
. 
A l\.i 2 1 + Jn [ (2n+l/2)n + ifn(2(4n+l)/3)] 
(6) 
2 
+ i£n(2(4n-1)/3)] µ '\., 1 + Jn[(2n-i/2)n 
, 
The flow around a corner can be considered as a combination of 
antisymmetric and symmetric flow patterns. As the first term of the 
eigenfunction series 
dominates for r small, we considered the type of flow pattern 
produced by superimposing the two effects that is, as in Fig 2. 
We note that the antisymmetric case has no dividing streamline, while 
in the symmetric case it comes from the corner and that as µ is 
less than A, for r small the antisymmetric case should dominate. 
I 
-
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1. - 1 µ - 1 
2·30132 + i·31572 1·62925 + i·23116 
3·64141 + i·41867 2·97184 + i·37381 
4•97890 + i•48653 4. 31037 + i•45539 
6-31508 + i-53754 5-64711 + i-51359 
7·65051 + i·57852 6·98287 + i·55903 
8·98546 + i-61279 8·31803 + i-59635 
10-3201 + i-64226 9·65280 + i•62804 
11-6545 + i-66812 10·9873 + i-65558 
12·9887 + i-69115 12·3216 + i•67995 
14-3228 + i-71192 13·6557 + i•70179 
15-6567 + i-73083 14·9898 + i•72159 
16-9906 + i · 74819 16-3237 + i-73969 
18-3245 + i-76424 17 · 65 76 + i-75637 
19·6582 + i•77915 18·9914 + i•77182 
20-9920 + i-79308 20·3251 + i-78623 
TABLE 1 
Solutions of sin(3n(1.-l)/2) = - (1.-l) and 
sin(3n(µ-1)/2) = + (µ-1) . 
If we let 
'V = At + Bt corner sym antisym (7) 
then the dividing streamline is given by setting to zero the above 
expression for 'V· Then (7) becomes 
).-µ (r/a) = £(8) (8) 
y / 
Y=X 
y sin(Jn:x/2) 
~ = 2 ( tr , viol ) 
y =-X 
FIGURE 1. Solutions of sin(3nx/2) = ±x. 
anti symmetrical symmetrical 
FIGURE 2. Symmetric and antisymmetric flow patterns . 
FIGURE 3. Flow pattern 
determined from two real 
solutions . 
FIGURE 4. Calculated flow 
patterns using r e al and comp l e x 
solutions. 
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where f(8) ~(tan µa cos µ8 + cos(µ-2) 8) = (sin \ 8 - tan \ a sin( \ -2)8) (9) 
and a = (B/A) (l/( \ -µ)) . (10) 
This implies that the shape of the dividing streamline is 
invariant and the scale is a. Provided A# O, the flow goes 
round the corner to a 
stagnation point at r - 0·035a as in Fig.3. 
Takematsu (1966) using (7), that is, using the two real solutions 
of (2) and (4) only, fits t to t (cavity solution which 
corner c 
he found by fitting to t
0 
at five points on y = 0, lxj < 1) 
exactly at two points x = 0·90 and 0·85 on y = 0. 
the stagnation point to be at y = - 0·035. 
In addition to the real solutions, we have used up 
complex solutions of (2) and (4) and fitted tcorner to 
t c' whichever is app rop ria te) and matched x-velocities 
of points surrounding the corner. We used two sets of 
He calculated 
to ten of the 
t ( t o or 
on a circle 
t c and t , 0 
one calculated with N = 10 and the other N = 15, and fitted at 21 
points on circles radius 0·2 and 0·5. 
It would appear that the fitting of Moffatt's corner solutions 
in this manner is not completely successful in giving the exact position 
of the stagnation point and no conclusive results can be given. The 
solution seemed to be dominated by the complex terms and did not appear 
to recognise the presence of the main eddy in the cavity. A sequence 
of eddies appeared as shown in Fig 4. 
this approximation. 
More work needs to be done on 
... 
I 
. 
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3.3 Single cavity or infinite array of cavities with moving sides 
An infinite a r ray of cavities of wavelength A, whose boundaries 
move as in Fig 3. of §2.1, generates a uniform velocity flow a large 
distance away (that is, as y + 00 ). 
essentially a single cavity flow. 
If A is infinite, we have 
In this case, the boundaries 
y = 0, Jxl > 1 move with velocity U 
fluid y ~ 0 to move with velocity U 
causing the whole region of 
with a disturbed region round 
the cavity, Ix I < 1. 
to take A finite. 
I We considered this flow 1 before continuing on 
3.3.1 Single cavity 
The appropriate solutions of the biharmonic equation are 
(i) for the cavity 
,11 = - tux2 + U/2 + 
't' C 
00 
l 'Vn ' 
n=l 
(1) 
where the term tux 2 represents s shear flow within the cavity, giving 
the y-velocities - u on X = - 1 
' 
and + u on X = + l; and 
the tn are given by equations (11) (14) of §2.2. The constant 
U/2 ensures that is zero on x = ± 1 (alternatively all 
boundaries could have had 'V = - U/2, so that the boundary becomes a 
streamline). 
(ii) For the outer region 
00 
'It = Uy + L ~ ( -1) nF k 
o n=i' n n J
oo cos k cos kx (l+ky)e-kydk 
k2-k2 
n 
0 
+ J
oo cos k cos kx ye-kydk 
k2- k2 
n 
0 
(2) 
..... 
---
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Cavity solution Outer stream solution 
N = 10 A B C D F 
G 
-1 -2 -2 -2 -1 
-1 
Depth 0·5 1-048.10 2-603.10 -6-914.-;.o -1-544.10 4.159.10 
-6-606.10 
-4 -2 -3 -3 -2 4·477.10-l 4.292.10 1•377.10 3·482.10 1·923.10 -5·055.10 
-3 -2 -4 -4 1·587.10-2 
-1 
-9•144.10 -1·082.10 -3·762.10 -1·984.10 
-2·566.10 
-3 -3 5•173.10-5 2· 728.10-5 
-3 1·611.10-l 
9-622.10 7•993.10 -7·112.10 
-3 -3 -6 -6 -3 
-1 
-9-580.10 -5-978.10 -7-758.10 -5-073.10 3·863.10 
-1-096 .10 
9 · 42 7 .10- 3 4•043.10- 3 1·167.10-
6 1·115.10-6 -2·277.10 -3 7·699.10-
2 
-3 -3 -7 -7 1· 354.10- 3 
-2 
-8· 854 .10 -1-888.10 -J.. 543.10 -2-609.10 
-5·340.10 
-3 -4 -9 5·826.10-8 -4 3·474.10-
2 
7• 26 7 .10 -4-882.10 9·519.10 -7·609.10 
-3 2·090.10- 3 3· 101.10-9 
-9 3·647.10-4 
-2 
-3· 724.10 -9·556.10 
-1·921.10 
-5 -3 
-4· 234.10-10 3·234.10-
10 -4 -3 
9-026.10 -1-242.10 -1.100.10 
6 • l 72 .10 
Depth 1·0 -2 
-2 -2 -3 -1 0 8-172.10 2-896.10 -2-403.10 5-497.10 4•749.10 
-1-056.10 
9·548.10- 4 1·105.10-2 2·604 .10-
4 -5 -2 4·271.10-l 
-7·614.10 -3· 861.10 
-3 -3 -6 2•471.10-6 1·253.10-2 
-1 
-6· 715.10 -9-655.10 -5-451.10 
-2·317.10 
8· 501.10- 3 7· 927 .10- 3 1·515.10-
7 -8 -3 1·519.10-l 
-7·742.10 -6·256.10 
-3 -3 -9 2 · 323.10-9 
-3 -1 
-9-210.10 -6-091.10 -5 .031.10 3-610.10 
-1-066.10 
-3 4•117.10- 3 1·902.10-lO -5 · 889 .10-
11 -3 7·608.10-2 
9 · 327 .10 -2·189.10 
-J -3 
-7· 718.10-12 5-368.10-13 1·320.10-
3 -2 
-8-832.10 -1-915.10 
-1 · 316 .10 
-3 -4 3·013.10-13 8· 211.10-
14 -4 3.470.10-2 
7,260.10 -4-839.10 -7·466,10 
-3 -3 
-8-352.10-15 -7-186.10-15 
-4 -2 
-3-717.10 2-090.10 3.593,10 
-1,922.10 
8·834.10-5 -3 3.370.10-
17 1·164.10-16 -4 6 · 179 .10-
3 
-1· 241.10 -1·087.10 
Depth 1•5 -2 3•077.10-
2 -3 5·249.10- 3 4•743.10-l -1·156.10° 7•512.10 -6·604.10 
-4 -3 -6 -5 -2 4·095.10-l 
-7-869.10 9. 938.10 8-705.10 -1·622.10 -3·572.10 
-3 -3 -8 8·116.10-8 1·254.10-2 
-1 
-6-482.10 -9-534.10 -2·066.10 
-2·308.10 
-3 -3 6,353.10-ll -4,862.10-lO 
-3 -1 
8·533.10 7•843.10 -6,353.10 
1-529.10 
-3 -3 
-3· 714.10-13 3· 277 .10-12 3•673.10-
3 -1 
-9·246.10 -5-996.10 
-1·075.10 
-3 -3 4-834.10-15 -2-403.10-14 
-3 7•677.10-2 
9.334,10 4-028.10 -2·227.10 
-3 -3 
-7· 501.10-17 1·825.10-16 1·344.10-
3 -2 
-8-811.10 -1-842.10 
-5·367.10 
-3 -4 1·053.10-18 -1·272.10-18 
-4 3·506.10-2 
7•217.10 -5·326.10 -7-617.10 
-3 2·105.10- 3 -1·080.10-20 5.422.10-
21 3•679.10-4 -2 
-3·6 70.10 
-1·945.10 
-5 -3 2·749.10-23 2·375.10-24 
-4 6·265.10- 3 
7•754.10 -1·239.10 -1 · 117 .10 
I 
. 
N • 10 A 
Depth 2·0 7.399,10- 2 
-l, 113.10 -3 
-6,539.10 -3 
8•576.10 -3 
-9·262.10 -3 
9· 331.10- 3 
-8•794.10 -3 
7,190.10 -3 
-3·644.10 -3 
7,205.10 -5 
Depth 2 · 5 7•417.10- 2 
-1·052.10 -3 
-6·594.10 -3 
8·599.10 -3 
-9,268.10 -3 
9·327.10- 3 
-8,784.10 -3 
7•177 .10 -3 
-3·633.10 -3 
6,981.10 -5 
Infinite 
7•463.10-2 Depth 
-9,152.10 -4 
-6·634.10 -3 
8·610.10 -3 
-9,269.10 -3 
9,325.10 -3 
-8,780.10 -3 
7,172.10 -3 
-3· 628.10 -3 
6·902.10-5 
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Cavity solution Outer s tream solut i on 
" 
r T) F 
3·160.10-2 -1·105.10 -3 2·706.10-3 4·671.10-l 
-3 -7 -6 -2 9·616.10 -3·696.10 -1·202.10 -3·588.10 
-3 7,043. 10-10 9. 391.10-10 - 2 
-9,456.10 1•277.10 
7•768.10- 3 -1·050.10-12 -9·475.10-13 -6·452.10 -3 
-5·932.10 -3 1·552.10-15 1·203.10-15 3·722.10-
3 
-3 
-2,312.10-18 -1·940.10-18 -3 3·976.10 -2·254.10 
-3 3· 323.10-20 3•780.10-20 -3 
-1·802.10 1·360.10 
-4 
-3,830.10- 24 -7,847.10- 24 -4 
-5,572.10 -7· 714 .10 
2·111.10- 3 9•272.10- 28 1·322.10-26 3•734.10 -4 
-3 2·757.lo- 30 -5·643.l0- 30 -4 -1,234.10 -1·136.10 
3·190.10- 2 1·606.10-4 1·004.10-3 4·622.10-l 
9·554.10 -3 -7·612.10 -8 -4·058.10 -8 -3•640.10 
-2 
-9·414.10 -3 1·644.10-ll 6·225.10-13 1·291.10-
2 
7• 730.10- 3 -3·968.10-15 9·326.10-16 -6·505.10 -3 
-5·902.10 -3 1·092.10-18 -4·160.10-19 3·747.10-3 
-3 
-3·461.10- 22 1·354.10-22 -3 3·953.10 -2·268.10 
-1· 786.10 -3 1·240.10- 25 -3·315.10-26 1·368.10- 3 
-5, 672.10 -4 -4·615.10- 29 1·322.10- 30 -7·760.10 -4 
2· 113.10- 3 1·378.10-32 4·647.lo- 33 3•759.10-4 
-3 
-9, 724.10- 37 -1,048.10- 36 -4 
-1,236.10 -1,144.10 
3·199.10-2 0 0 4·593.10-l 
-3 -2 9. 575.10 -3·687.10 
-9,392.10 -3 1·300.10-2 
7• 713.10- 3 -6·533.10 -3 
-5·889.10 -3 3· 759 .10- 3 
3,944.10 -3 -2,274.10 -3 
-1,779.10 -3 1•371.10 -3 
-5,707.10 -4 -7· 780.10 -4 
2·113.10- 3 3·770.10-4 
-1·235.10 -3 -1·147.10 -4 
TABLE 1 
Coefficients of the series, t c and t
0
, for the 
open cavity with moving wallE 
G 
-1·173.10° 
4·072.10-l 
-2,320.10 - 1 
1·537.10-l 
-1·081.10 -1 
7·716.10- 2 
-5·395.10 -2 
3,526.10 -2 
-1·958.10 -2 
6,312.10 -3 
-1·170.10° 
4·084.10-l 
-2·328.10 -1 
1·541.10-l 
-1·083.10 -1 
7.733,10-2 
-5·407.10 -2 
3.534,10-2 
-1·963.10 -2 
6·333.10- 3 
-1·163.10° 
4,101.10 -1 
-2·332.10 -1 
1·543.10-l 
-1·084.10 -1 
7 , 740.10 -2 
-5,411.10 -2 
3,538.10 -2 
-1·965.10 -2 
6·340.10- 3 
I 
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following the solutions found in §3.2. 
the disturbance of the uniform stream 
The last two terms represent 
Uy, due to the cavity. 
For the finite depth case, 6N equations and for the infinite 
depth case, 4N equations are obtained when the boundary or matching 
conditions are fitted at N points on the boundaries. 
solved by the same method as before. 
These were 
The coefficients of the two series (1) and (2) are given for 
\(\ -the. ""'°" y"\'3e. 
N = 10 in Table 1 and streamline patterns for cavity depths ~ 0·5 to 
4·0 and for the infinite depth cavity are given in Figs. 1 and 2. 
In the shallow cavities the outer flow dips in and out of the 
cavity (note that no corner eddies are formed as the immediate 
boundaries are moving), while for depths greater than 2·0 (aspect 
ratio, 1) one eddy is evident. This eddy is a remnant of the eddy 
structures obtained for the cavities of §3.1 and §3.2 which are not 
completely dominated by the strong shearing flow. This may be seen 
when the shear term, tux2 , is subtracted from the cavity solutions. 
The "background flow", \p' + tux2 , 
C 
is shown in Fig. 3. 
An eddy structure similar to that found in §3.1 or §3.2 results. 
The effect of the background eddy flow on the shear flow pattern is 
seen in the position of the separation point - at the centre of 
intensity of the first eddy - and in the slight waviness in the 
streamlines deeper in the cavity, of period about 5·6, twice the size of 
each eddy. There is very rapid damping so that the effect is hardly 
detectable beyond a depth of about 2. 
-
I 
-
~;4 
~~/ 
·400 
·lOO 
•200 
• 
-OJ 
• 
•510 
FIGURE 1. Streamline p atterns for f i nite dep t h open c avi t i e s 
with moving s ides. 
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FIGURE 2. Streamline patterns for 
the infinite depth open cavity with 
moving walls . 
•423-
-400-
·30P-
•2oo-
·100-
--- -- .. 
, ... 
, ... 
,~ -----... ', 
' (::,) 
·010 
• 
-·000204 
-·0000 
2-11 
FIGURE 3. Background flow , 
~ + fux 2 - 0·5, for t he infinite 
C 
dep t h open cavity wi t h moving walls. 
°' I---' 
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We now consider the flow patterns for A finite, that is, for an 
infinite array of cavities. 
3.3.2 Infinite array of cavities 
The appropriate stream function for the cavity is again 
where 
where 
~' = - iU(x-mA) 2 + U/2 + rc 
m is an integer, and for 
00 
'Vo A+ By+ l (a + = 
n=l n 
k 
n 
= 2nrr/A. 
00 
l 'Vn 
n=l 
for y < 0, 
IDA - 1 < x < 1 + IDA 
the outer region we take 
-k y 
b y)e n k X cos 
n n 
(1) 
(2) 
,I, is periodic in x 
't'o such that the flow over any cavity of 
the array is the same and contains the term By, where B is to be 
determined by fitting boundary conditions and which, if non zero, is 
the velocity induced at infinity by the boundary movement. The 
variation of B with changes in the ratio of crest width to wave length 
A, was studied. 
To fit the boundary or matching conditions, M points across 
half the crest, y = 0, 1 < x < 
the cavity, y = 0, 0 < x < 1 
and N points across half 
were chosen so that the separation 
between each of the M points was the same as that between each of the 
N points. The point x = l·O was excluded except in the case A= 2 
(crest width equal to zero) because of the discontinuity there. 
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The streamline patterns for crest/wavelength ratios of 1/2, 1/3, 
1/6, 1/11, 1/16, 1/19, 1/21 and 1/00 for the infinite depth cavity 
and the first three and the last of these ratios for the finite depth 
cavity, depth 0.5 to 2.5, are given in Figs. 1 - 5 . The 
velocities B at infinity for each case are given in Table 2, 
together with the values of M and N used in the fitting process. 
CREST/\ 
DEPTH 
0·5 
l·O 
1·5 
2.0 
00 
1/2 1/3 1/6 1/11 1/16 1/19 1/21 
· 735 0 631 · 4 75 .417 
(10/10) (10/5) (15/ 3) (10/1) 
·622 · 4 75 • 2 72 ·182 
·594 ·435 ·220 ·121 
·589 ·428 ·210 ·110 
·591 ·429 ' ·215 ·078 ·034 ·0005 -·018 
(10/5) (20/2) (15/1) (18/1) (20/1) 
• 
0 413 
(16/ 8) 
. 
TABLE 2 
Values of B/U, the velocity at infinity, for 
the number of points of fit, (M:N) shown. 
1/oo 
·200 
(15/1) 
-
0 056 
-
0 120 
-·162 
(20/1) 
As the crest/\ ratio is decreased the velocity B far away 
from an array of infinite depth cavities decreases from ·59U for the 
1/2 case to -·16U, when the crest width is zero, the direction of 
flow reversing when crest/\ is approximately 1/19. Relative to the 
fluid at infinity the wavttorm is moving with velocity - B. The 
relevance of these results to the swimming problem is discussed fully in 
Chapter IV. 
I 
8 • •7JS 
-
I ••SM 
-
'JOO 
•200 
---~oo---
+ 
'447 
0 
•JOO 
---·100---
----- ~oo-~---
FIGURE 1. Infinite array o f cavities 
8 • •511 
-
'700 
•440 
St reaml i ne patte rns 
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for finite and infinite depth cavities wi t h crest/waveleng t h = 1/2. 
8 .,131 
~;:~ 
8 • •'75 
·JOO 
---,200~-
----100---
8 • .,13 
..... 
FIGURE 2. Infinite array of cavities St r eamline patterns f or 
finit e and infinite dep t h cavi ties with crest/waveleng t h = 1/3. 
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B • •4 75 
.... 
,)00 
,200---
---- ·100 ----
B • •210 
-
• 
·481 
·400 
·JOO 
·200 
-----·too---
e. •215 
-
---· 500 ~ 
FI GURE 3. I nfinite array o f cavi ties : Stre a ml i ne patterns f or 
finite and infini te depth c avi t ies wi t h c r es t/wavele n g t h = 1/6 . 
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-----------i,__ •llO ----
crnt /).. • 1/11 
B • ·0005 
-+ 
I 
·240 
·300 
·400 
crest /'/\ • 1/19 
\ 
·240 
110--__ 
•300- ~ 
'J 
B•<l34 
-
----- ·YJO~ 
crest/),.• 1/1& 
B • -·011 
.... 
-----·200----------
•2]0 -2tr. 
·300 
•100 
"4.00 
crest/)... •1 /21 
FIGURE 4. Infinite array of cavities Streamline patte rns 
for infinite depth cavities with crest/waveleng t h ratios as 
shown . 
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B•-162 
... 
---------·050~ 
•100 
( a) 
B •·200 
.. 
9-056 
-
__ _,,,200 ---
---~~~~100 
(a) 
( b) 
S-•120 
~ 
0 
,Joo--' J 
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FIGURE 5. Infinite array of cavi t ies : Streamline pat terns for finite 
and infinite depth cavities wi t h crest/wavelength = 1/oo 
(a) velocity specified at X = ±1·0 , y = O·O 
(b) velocity not specified at X = ±1·0, y = O· O 
r 
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Accompanying the change in direction of the velocity B, there 
is a movement upwards out of the cavity of the separation point between 
the cavity eddy and the outer flow. For B very small, the 
separation point is far above the cavity and independent cells of flow 
are formed. Finally when B becomes negative, the flow separates 
above the middle of the crest not the cavity. This flow reversal 
might well have been expected when the crest width became small 
compared to the cavity width. In this case a very strong shear 
flow is set up in the cavity and the comparatively weak flow across 
the crest is not enough to take all the fluid across with it, thus 
causing a separation above the crest and a reversal of flow at infinity, 
as the shear eddy in the cavity dominates. 
The variation of B with cavity depth is also interesting. The 
shallow cavity produces a velocity at infinity much greater than the 
corresponding infinite depth value but as the cavity deepens, B 
decreases and very quickly converges to the value for the infinite depth 
cavity. It appeared to go slightly below this value before it 
converged to it but this has not been investigated fully. 
It would seem then that a cavity of depth approximately 2·0 
generates the same velocity at infinity as the corresponding infinite 
depth cavity. Once the full single eddy is formed the extra depth of 
the cavity appears to have little effect on the outer flow, the 
streamline patterns only as deep as approximately y = l·O or less, 
being important. This is perhaps significant in the analo~_ous problem 
of swimming organism movement, discussed in Chapter IV. 
I 
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In addition to the method of collocation fitting other methods 
are available, applying particularly to the eigenfunction expansion, 
and a short discussion of their relative merits is appropriate. 
3.4 Other fitting techniques 
Having obtained the series solution of §2.2, we fitted the 
remaining boundary conditions by the method of collocation. The 
technique was tested for conditioning by determining the convergence of 
the stream function when more terms of the series were taken into 
consideration. It appears to work very well in the cases considered 
except where t changes very slowly near the top corners of the cavity. 
Of the other techniques available, Thompson (1968) mentions the 
method of fitting the truncated series by least squares but found it 
to be highly ill-conditioned in one case he considered. This was the 
case of symmetric flow in a cavity. This method has also been 
attempted with some success for the infinite strip (Semple and Alford 
(1970)). Other references are made by Buchwald (1964) and Thompson 
Gaydon and Shepherd (1964) expanded each of the tn and the 
boundary conditions at y = 0 in terms of orthogonal functions Y(z), 
(1968). 
such that Y(z) satisfied 
IV 4 Y~(z) - k Y(z) = 0 (1) 
and the boundary conditions, 
Y(z) = Y' (z) = 0 on z = ± 1 (2) 
For the antisymmetric case they required Y(z) to be an even 
function of z. Then 
I 
where 
and 
Y(z) = (1//2)(cos kz/cos k - cosh kz/cosh k) 
tank+ tanh k = 0 
/
1 
Y2 (z)dz = 1 
-1 
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(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Again an infinite set of linear equations is obtained but in 
this case in terms of orthogonal functions and truncation and 
inversion of a finite matrix yield a result for t . This method 
involves a considerable amount of work and would not seem much 
improvement on other techniques. 
However, Buchwald (1964) has suggested another fitting procedure 
in which one of the boundary conditions on y = 0 is fitted exactly. 
It is a particularly interesting technique. 
3.4.1 Buchwald's (1964) method 
If we write the general solution of V4t = 0 (equation (3) of 
§2.2) in the form 
00 
l 
n=l 
A y 
n A 'i' (x)e 
n n 
(1) 
then the t n satisfy a biorthogonality condition on y = 0, given by 
(2) 
= 0 on y = 0, 
provided m # n. 
Further, on y = 0 
A H (>. ) 
n n 
( 3) 
I 
,., 
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where (4) 
Suppose that, on y = 0, t and at/ay are given as functions 
of x, then let 
where 
t = f(x) 
on y = 0 
at/ay = g(x) 
Equation (3) becomes 
A H (>. ) = ( (f(x)V 2t + ~ (x)V 2t)dx n n n n 
-1 
= a + b 
n n 
a can readily be calculated and 
n 
bn = ( ~ v2\jrdx n 
-1 
It follows that 
00 
'V = l 
n=l 
(a + b) 
n n 
H (>. ) 
n 
~ (x)e 
n 
" y n 
and differentiating with respect to y, we find that at y = 0, 
00 
g (x) = l 
n=l 
Hence, given an arbitrary choice of (V 2t)y=O or b 
n 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(Buchwald uses 6y for (V2\jr)y=O ), the condition on t at y = 0 
is automatically satisfied and it remains to find the b 
n 
so that the 
condition on at/ay is also satisfied. Buchwald approximates 
in the following way using Chebychev series ; 
-
l 
·..-
let 
where T (x) 
s 
and a 
ns 
_LB + 
2 0 
00 
l 
s=l 
BT (x) 
s s 
are Chebychev polynomials, then 
00 
b = I a B n ns s , 
s=O 
tr '¥ (n) dn n 0 = s = h-n 2 , 
-1 
r '¥ Cn)T (n)dn, s > 0 n s = /1-n 2 
-1 
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(10) 
(11) 
' 
.. (12) 
Truncating (10) at N + 1 terms, and substituting into (9), 
multiplying by 
he obtained 
where 
and 
T (x)/0, 
s 
then integrating between - 1 
sks 
N 
I Sk B = yk 
s=O s s 
00 
= I A aka /H(>.) 
n=l n n ns n 
00 g(x)Tk(x)dx 
/1-x2 
L a ak >. /H(>.) 
n n n n 
n=l 
and + 1, 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
The coefficients Sks' yk are real and equations (13) - (15) 
may be solved for B • 
s 
All the quantities 
computed from the eigenfunctions '¥ only. 
n 
and 
Buchwald states that the advantages of the method are 
are 
"(i) comparatively few terms of the Chebychev series are necessary to 
--
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approximate ~y, and having obtained the coefficients B as many of 
s 
the coefficients A can be obtained as are necessary for satisfactory 
n 
accuracy and (ii) only the condition at/ay is satisfied approximately 
since, by virtue of (3), the condition on 'V is satisfied exactly". 
It is clear also from (3) that if t and a2t/ay2 had been 
given as functions of X on y = 0, then the A 
n 
could be completely 
and independently determined and the boundary conditions satisfied 
exactly. 
Buchwald has applied his technique to some elasticity problems 
(Buchwald and Doran (1965)) but no applications by fluid dynamicists 
seem to have been made. The closed cavity problems would make direct 
use of this technique but in order to solve problems of the open 
cavity type where the boundary conditions on y = 0 become matching 
conditions and the outer stream solution is also represented by a 
series some modification might be necessary and perhaps some of t he 
advantages lost. 
investigated. 
The merits of this method remain to be fully 
At the time of deciding on the collocation technique of solution, 
we were not aware of the contents of Buchwald's paper. 
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4. SWIMMING OF MINUTE ORGANISMS 
Many of the results presented in the previous section are new 
and interesting but the purpose in beginning this work was to gain 
understanding of the swimming mechanism of microscopic organisms 
whose tails execute large amplitude motions. Following Taylor (1951), 
we have used the model of an infinite flexible sheet through which 
transverse sine waves are propagated. 
Taylor (1951) points out that by changing the frame of reference 
the problem becomes one of finding the flow generated by a sheet 
moving with constant velocity Q
0 
over a fixed boundary whose profile 
is wave like. The velocity Q
0 
is related to the velocity of 
propagation of the waves in the first frame of reference, and to their 
amplitude. 
In the next section, the results of Taylor (1951) and Reynolds 
(1965) for small amplitude waves in an extensible sheet are given -
firstly, in order to understand the frames of reference and secondly, 
to compare them with the approximate results we find in §4.2 '~sing the 
square wave approximation. 
4.1 Small amplitude waves 
Suppose that 
left with velocity 
when a wave y = b sin k(x+(U-V) t) travels to the 
r Q..ll\-ti ve. to·the.. shee.t, ;-he she.et 1t$e \i 
U A is propelled to the right with velocity, 
V (Fig. la). Equivalently, by applying a velocity V- V to the right, 
that is, if we travel with the wave, we may consider the wave .form at 
rest while a sheet moves over it with speed Qo ' causing the 
fluid at infinity to move with velocity u - V to the right (Fig.lb) . 
u = 0 u = U -V 
far from sheet. fa r'l"i-om sheet . 
--+ V 
y = b sin{kx+crt) 
CT= k ( U -V ) 
y=b sin(kx) 
FIGURE 1. 
+ 0•4 
+-0•2 
V/U 
-0·2 
0 
FIGURE 2 . 
(a) 
Frames of reference. 
0·2 0·6 0·8 1 • 0 
Variation of V /U with a . 
(Taylor (1951) ; Reynolds (1965)) 
(b) 
1·2 
&:O·O (inextensible) 
6 s 0-05 
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The second frame of reference is steady and the equation 
describing the motion is the biharmonic equation. It is assumed 
that U, Q and V are small enough for the Stokes flow approximation 
0 
to be valid. 
Then we have to solve 
subject to the boundary conditions, 
where 
u = at/ ay = Q cos e 
0 
V = at/ax= Q sin 8 
0 
e = tan-1 (bk cos kx) , 
and we require that, as y ~ oo 
t I\., A + By 
(1) 
on y = b sin kx, (2) 
(3) 
(4) 
It is possible to expand the stream function in the following 
form, 
(5) 
where a= bk, a measure of the amplitude, so that, if a is very 
small, only a few terms of (5) will be significant. 
(5) are required to satisfy the biharmonic equation. 
The speed, Q
0
, is given by 
= U {length Qo of curve in one wavelength} one wavelength 
= (U/2n) f2n 1(1 + a2 cos 2z)dz 
0 
All the t n of 
(6) 
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This can be expanded in powers of a. also, giving 
la 2 Qo = u {1 + 4 3a.4 - 64 + ... } 
In order to allow for extension of the sheet, Reynolds (1965) 
modifies Q0 so that t-he v~\oc...\-t'f of -rh.e.... Sh.Q..e,t Is ta...k.ev"\ a.s 
la.2 3a.4 Q = U {l + 4 - 64 + ... } {1 + o sin(nkx + y)} 
= Q (1 + o sin(nkx + y)) , 
0 
(7) 
(8) 
For example, if n = 1 and y = 0 this corresponds to extension on 
the crests and compression in the troughs, that is, the particles move 
quickly past the crests and move slowly and bunch up in the troughs. 
R~ pkt.clng Qo b~Q in (2)' and exp anding cos e and sin e in 
terms of powers of a. we have, 
at/ax = - Q ( a. cos kx _ la.3 cos 3kx + 3 5 cos 5kx - ... ) (9) 2 ~ 
and at/ ay = Q (1 - 1 2 cos 2kx + Ja. 4 cos 4kx - . . . ) (10) r 8 
on y = b sin kx. 
But using a Taylor expansion and equation (5) we can also write 
1-1] 
ax y--b . k sin x 
= 1.1] + 11 ., a2t] b sin kx + 12 ,. ~] b2sin2kx + ax y=O axay y=O oxoy y=O 
= at] + ~ a2t] a.2 82 ~] 
ax y=O l! axay y=O + 2! axay y=O + 
[ a,i., o + aat l a.2at ] [ a 2,v a.a2t a. 2 a 2\/r 
+ .. ] + ... + 2 ~ 0 1 + 2 ::: +. . . y= O + 1 ! a xa y + ax ax ax axay axay y=O 
( 11) 
where g = sin kx/k. 
Similarly , can be expanded in this way . 
Fi nally , from (9), (10) and (11), we obtain the following 
relations by equating powers of a; 
at y = 0 
8\/r 
0 
-= 0 
dX 
8\/r 1 
- Q -- = dX 
8\/f 2 
-- = - g dX 
dX 2 
. 
' 
82\/f 
cos kx - g 0 8x8y 
82\/r d 3'V 
1 ~ 0 
- 2 ! 8x8y2 8x8y 
. 
' 
. 
' 
-- = 8y 
8\jr 1 
- Q (l+o sin(nkx+y)); 
0 
a2t 
0 
-- = - g 8y2 8y 
8w Q 82\/f d 3'V 
' 2 
cos 2kx - g 1 ~ 0 -- = 8y2 8y3 8y 2 2! 
etc. 
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(12) 
. 
' 
Solving 'iJ 4,1, == 0 
'l' k ' successively using the boundary conditions 
(12) on y = 0, and each previously found solution i = O,l, ... ,(k-1), 
we get the following expressions for 
i.e. when Q = Q (l+o sin(kx+y)) ; 
0 
\V 
2 
. . . ' for n = 1 
t = Q oy cosy 
1 0 
Q (l+ky) 
0 
k 
Q 0 
-ky . k + 0 -2ky (2k ) e sin x 2k e cos x+y ; 
'V 
2 
= 
3Q y 
0 
4 
Qoy -2ky Qoo sin Y(2ky+l) -ky 
+ ~4- e cos 2kx + -2-k--~- e cos kx 
Q~: (4ky+3)e-ky sin(kx+y) + Q~ : e-3ky sin(3kx+y); 
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7Q cS 
0 
8 
Qo -ky y cosy+ 4k(3ky+2)e sin kx 
Q cS 3Q 
+ 2~k sin y(20ky+6)e-Zky sin 2kx + ~e-
3ky sin 3kx 
QocS -2ky QocS -4ky 
+ 48k(14ky+3)e cos(2kx+y) - 48k(4ky+9)e cos(4kx+y); 
(13) 
So as y + 00 , 
- l_a2Q - la 3Q J: u ~ Q
0 
+ aQ
0
cS cosy 4 0 8 0 u cosy 
53a4 
+ 64 Qo + · · · (14) 
But the velocity at infinity is U - V, and then we find, 
V/U = 1 - Q (l+acS cosy 
0 
3a2 
4 
7a 3 
8 cS cos y ••• ) / U (15) 
and expanding Q
0 
in terms of a, (15) becomes 
If cS = 0 
' 
V/U = a 2/2 - (19/32)a4 + ... - acS cosy +(5/8)a 3o cosy ... 
(16) 
then (16) becomes the equation for V when the sheet is 
inextensible and is equivalent to that found by Taylor. Using 
Shanks's technique to improve the convergence of the inextensible part 
of the series, Drummond (1966) obtained the approximations for 
0 <a< 1, 
V/U = 0·518a2/(1+1·406a2) cS = 0 (17) 
or V/U = (0·508a2 - 0·030a4)/(1+1•224a2) (18) 
... 
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Equations (17) and (18) are also accurate to within a few percent for 
a 2 < 2, but unreliable for higher amplitudes. 
Sketches of the variation of V/U with a are shown in Fig. 2 
for o = 0, 0·05 and l·O. For 8 = 0, the velocity V has the same 
sign as U and the direction of propulsion is opposite to that of 
propagation of the waves. However, if o # 0, it would appear 
possible to have V/U negative, that is, reverse propulsion. 
In fact, there appears to be a remarkable worm which has this 
type of movement but not small enough nor slow enough for inertia 
forces to be negligible. Taylor (1952 b) attributed its strange 
movement to the roughness of its body and his theory of swimming of 
rough-bodied animals gave a reverse propulsion. Photographs of this 
worm swimming are given in Taylor (1952 b), reproduced from the 
original photographs in Gray (1939). They clearly show the roughness 
as small legs or hairs coming from the body and they also show that 
these are far apart on the crests and close together in the troughs. 
If the extensible sheet we use as a model is thick enough for the 
particles on one side of the sheet to be extended and on the other 
side compressed, then we have a suitable model of an animal. Until 
now, we have considered fluid on one side of the sheet only but Taylor 
(1951), for the inextensible case, states that the effect of fluid on 
both sides of the sheet is to double the rate of dissipation of energy 
but not to change the magnitude of V. 
, 
It would seem therefore, that 
microscopic organisms whose bodies strain in producing waves can move 
backwards. Even for o small, there can be a small reverse velocity, 
for example, if o = 0·05, then :;~ue {v1u} = - ·00125 at a = 0·05. 
... 
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However, all these approximations are for small amplitude 
motions only when a 2 < 2 but there has been no clear indication 
of what can be expected to happen when the propagated waves have a 
large amplitude to wavelength ratio . 
4 . 2 Large amplitude wave approximation 
As an analytical solution of the swimming problem for large 
amplitude oscillations is difficult or impossible to obtain we have 
tried to approximate the flow situation by considering an array of 
square cavities. 
In §3.3, we have given results for the variation of the velocity 
B, at infinity, with changes in the crest to wavelength ratio and 
with depth of the cavities. The results are summarised in Fig. 1. 
The quantities B and U of §3.3 are equivalent to (U - V) and 
to Q
0 
respectively in the second frame of reference in the sine 
wave problem. 
As the amplitude of a sine wave is increased, the crests and 
troughs become narrow compared with the wavelength and the walls 
nearly vertical. From Fig. la, we find that the movement of fluid 
below a depth of 2 · 0 does not significantly affect the velocity B 
so that if the bottom of the cavity is at a depth below 2·0 (approx.), 
then it produces the same velocity at infinity as if it were at 2·0. 
We might assume that there is a similar effect in the sine wave case 
and that provided the amplitude is large enough, only the change in 
crest width (that is, some effective measure of it) is significant in 
determining the velocity far away. 
-1·t 
'¥" _·-·-·-·-:- cmt/L1 /2 
0 ,:o 2,0 
depth 
•~t·-·-·-·-·- ""'n ,,,, 
Q I I 
1-0 depth 2-0 
1·1'... 
s/ul "-·-..._·-·-·-·- crest/).. •1/6 
0 L.I ---, .... 1)-----2,.....1),----
depth 
,. 
s/u 
" 
" o I >,,, '1!6----. - --2~ 
depth 
crest/~ = 1 / CJJ 
'] s/u
0 
----·-·- -·-
crest/}.. , O·S 
depth = ·2 5 
,. 
B/U 
I 
,1~·--·-
crest/}.. d·S 
-·- llepth = ·SO 
B/1 
----
.----·-
0 - ~-
.~;;> ~-----,,.--crest/ 'A O·S 
depth = 1 · 0 - a, 
FIGURE 1 . Summary of results fo r t he i nf ini te array of cavities. CX) N 
-, 
j 
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We try then to obtain an effective crest width in tenns of 
square waves. We might possibly have used other wave forms, such as 
those in Fig.2, to approximate the sine wave but the square wave was 
simplest and solutions most easily found. 
fonns would give very different results. 
I doubt that the other 
By taking tangents to the sine wave at the top of the crest and 
at two points on either side, some distance from the crest, we obtain 
a flow boundary which for very large amplitudes is nearly a square 
wave. However the choice of points on either side of the crest for 
the best approximation is uncertain and a range of values is considered. 
The results of the approximation follow 
From §4.1, we have 
(= u/) ' (1) 
rTI giving Q /U = (l/2rr) Ii + a 2 cos 2z dz 
0 
0 
= (2/TI) Ii + a2 E (a/ Ii + a2) . (2) 
where E(z) is a complete elliptic integral of the second kind and 
can be written as a series; 
E(z) = 1 + (l/2)z' 2 (ln(4/z') - 1/2) -t- (3/16)z' 4 (f n(4/z') - 1342) 
where z' = h - z2 • 
Substituting (3) into (2), with 
Q /U is approximated by 
0 
z = 
+ ... (3) 
a//i + a2 , then for a large 
I 
FIGURE 2. Other possible wave forms. 
p' 
Q' L-__:q!.---+---q--, Q 
8 
FIGURE 3o. . Large amplitude sine wave approximation. 
,. 
/ I 
I 
' 
a= 7·9 
K = O· 75 
2p/-;.. = 1 /6 
FIGURE 3b. 
1/ 
/, ii /I 
\ I ! 
11 \ ! l 
i ! \ ; j 
i 
l 
, I 
1
1 I i I I l \ 1 I I I 
I I I l I 
I I I l I I i : I I ! 
: , \ I : 
, 1 iv' I I 
. ! 
j & I 8 
a= 15·7 
K = 0·95 
2p/\ = 1/7•5 
r 
• l 
l 
I 
/ i l 
' I I 
t I 
i I 
\ 
J 
a= 23·6 
K = l•O 
2p/\ = 1/9 
Square wave approximations to some sine 
waves (crests only). 
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Q /U : (2a/n) (l + (l/2a2)(1·8863 + £na)) 
0 
Tangents are drawn to the sine wave at points on either side of 
the crest at a distance K(A-2p) vertically below the crest (noting that 
A - 2p is the width of the square cavities with which we wish to 
approximate the sine wave). The parameter K is chosen in the range 
i .::_ K .::_ 1 to ensure that the tangents are taken at points well away 
from the region of rapidly changing slope near the crest. Also these 
points are deep enough in the trough (at least half the width of the 
approxima t ing cavity) for the motion of the fluid below this depth not 
to have a significant effect on the motion of the fluid far above the 
waves. From the diagram (Fig. 3a) 
AP= p, so that crest width, P'AP is equal to 2p and 
AB= K(A - 2p), where A is the wavelength and finally 
we let BQ = q. 
or 
Then if the sine wave is represented by 
y = b cos kx 
q = (1/k) cos -1 f b - K ~ A - 2p) J 
sin2 (kq/2) = nK(l - 1r)/a 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
where 2p/A is the crest to wavelength ratio. 
is given by 
The tangent at Q 
tan e = - bk sin kq = - a sin kq, (8) 
and then K(A - 2p)/(q-p) = a sin kq . (9) 
For large a, we find from (6) and (9) that 
2p - q (10) 
Finally, given 2p/A. for the square wave we can calculate from 
(6) the amplitude b or a, of a sine wave which gives the required 
crest to wavelength ratio when tangent planes are taken. Then Q /U 
0 
(or, equivalently, S/A) may be calculated from equation (4) · and an 
estimate of the value of V/U obtained . 
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The results of the approximations are given in Table 1 and Fig.4 
for K = l·O, 0·75 and 0·5. The value of (U-V)/Q (or B) is that 
0 
obtained for the infinite depth cavity but this is also reasonably 
accurate for depths 2 · 0 to infinity. The case, crest('A = I is not 2' 
used, as the formulae ( 4) - (10) are not valid when a is small. 
2p/ "'A 1/2 1/3 1/6 1/11 1/16 1/19 1/21 1/oo 
(U-V) /Q .590 -428 -215 •078 · 034 ·0005 --018 -·162 
0 
K=l a 1. 5 7 2. 79 10.47 36-0 77.4 110.0 134-8 00 
b 1·33 10·0 63·1 196·0 332·8 450·5 00 
S/"'A 1.4-7 2 · 11 6-8 23-0 51 · 2. 70•0 85°8 00 
U/Q -68 
0 
• 4-7 .15 
-044 .020 0 014 .012 0 
V/U • 13 ·10 - .44 -·78 -· 72 l·O 2·6 00 
V/Q 
· 09 . 05 --065 -. 034 --014 ·014 ·030 ·16 0 
K=3/4 a 2·10 7.9 2 7 · 0 58·1 82·5 101·1 00 
b l·O 7.5 47•3 132·0 249·6 337·8 00 
S/"'A 1.s 5.2 17.2 37.1 52-5 64-5 00 
U/Q 0 63 ·19 ·06 ·027 ·019 ·016 0 0 
V/U ·32 - · 13 - · 32 - 0 26 l·O 2 ·'2 00 
V/Q ·20 --025 -·019 
0 
-·007 ·019 · 034- ·16 
K=l/2 a 1·40 5·24 18·0 38·7 55·0 6 7 · 4 00 
b •67 5·0 31 · 5 88·0 166·4 225•2 00 
S/"'A 1 · 05 3.5 11·5 24·7 35·2 42·9 00 
U/Q .95 .29 -087 .041 .028 0 023 0 
0 
V/U -65 .27 .13 •17 1.0 1-8 00 
V/Q 0 62 ·08 ·011 · 007 ·028 ·041 ·16 
0 
TABLE 1 
Square wave approximation to swimming problem. 
It is now possible to make a few general remarks 
then Q /U is large so that if U is finite 
0 
If a is 
large then Q 
0 
tends 
to infinity as a becomes large, or equivalently, if Q
0 
is finite 
·3 
V/Q 
·2 
·1 
·3 
V/U 
·2 
·1 
"-----
,c-
I 
I 
K =1 /2 
K :3/4 
K =1 
.................. " .... Taylor's th~ry 
for small ti., 
I 
I 
I 
)I 
/ 
)I , 
I ,' 
, I 
~ ,' 
, , 
)I • 
/ / 
, , 
/ I 
~)I ~)I" ,' 
',"- - .,._ -~ ,, 
o U.~.:...:::...:2~:...:..--,~----:::i6r:::-V~::__-:::9~---:::-r-~;-----:;1'::;'12 :;---1;-;-1.'iio-:ct, )I 
·~:-~· 
U-V 
~-o 
FIGURE 4. Results of the large amp litude wave approximation. 
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then U must tend to zero. In either case, extremely large 
amplitudes are not of interest to us, for the first alternative gives 
us a problem which can no longer be considered to be Stokes flow, 
while with the second alternative, the microscopic organism is not 
propagating any waves. 
Further, as V has an upper limit U, (Drummond (1966), 
(U-V)/Q must always be greater than or equal to zero. 
0 
At the same 
time, the velocity Q
0 
along a wave could not generate a velocity, 
(U-V), at infinity greater than it. We conclude that 
0 < U - V < 1. 
Qo 
Further, we can write for a large (eq (4)) 
(k constant). 
(non- zero) , V/U 
u k 
"v--+O Qo a as 
Then if (U-V)/Q tends to a positive limit 
0 
tends to minus infinity and V/Q 
0 
tends to a 
negative limit (of the same magnitude as (U-V)/Q) as a-+ 00 , or 
0 
if (U-V)/Q tends to zero, V/Q tends to zero and V/U tends to 
0 0 
some limit less than one. If (U-V)/Q tends to zero slower than 
0 
a 
then V/U tends to - 00 • 
' 
if (U-V) /Q 
0 
then V/U 
(U-V)/Q 
tends to a finite limit less than 
0 
kl tends to zero faster than V/U 
a 
tends to zero as 
a 
l· 
' 
and finally if 
tends to one. 
Consider now the results in Figs. l(a) and l(b) and 4(c). In 
, 
the case of a sine wave, we would expect the streamlines to approximately 
follow the sine curve for low amplitudes but for higher amplitudes the 
·4 
.3 
,2 
.1 
·4 
·3 
·2 
·1 
50 
o-
100 
~ 
rno 
J., 
150 
150 
·4 
V{Q 
·3 
·2 
., 
0 
., 
V/U ·3 
·2 
,1 
50 100 
d.., 
100 
J.., 
150 
150 
0 0 
100 150 
~ 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 5. Possib le solutions fo r t he swimming p roblem 
for large amp litude oscillations. 
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flow could separate to form Moffatt eddies in the hollows. This is 
true of square waves but, because of the angular geometry of the 
square wave case, the separation would occur for a shallower depth. 
Then the curve (U-V)/Q against a 
0 
for the sine wave would go to 
larger values of a (orb) before reaching a limit. Further, as the 
amplitude of the sine wave increases the effective crest width to 
wavelength ratio decreases. 
decrease with this effect 
As a result, the quantity (U-V)/Q would 
0 
with increasing amplitude. The rate of 
decrease would be greatest for small amplitudes. It is probable 
therefore that (U-V)/Q has the form of Fig.4(c) but tends to a 
0 
finite positive limit or zero. 
The approximation of sine waves by square waves is not greatly 
in error, except for a very large, where (U-V)/Q 
0 
for square waves 
tends to + oo. It would seem that there are two alternatives only 
for the variation of V shown in Fig. 5. These are schematic 
diagrams only, but the orders of magnitude should be approximately 
correct. 
In conclusion, the approximation we have used is successful in 
giving some insight into the swimming problem of minute organisms 
although, naturally, no exact values are obtained. It would appear 
that propulsion in either direction is possible, changing from 
positive to negative at a about forty, and possibly changing sign 
again near a equal to one hundred. 
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